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IN TDN EUROPE TODAY
RAUSING TO OFFER FULL-SISTER TO ALPINISTA

AT TATTERSALLS BOOK 1
A full-sister to Arc heroine Alpinista (GB) (Frankel {GB}) will be

offered by breeder Kirsten Rausing during the first day of the

Tattersalls October Yearling Sale Book 1.

Q&A WITH CAROLINE
HOWE OF THE HORSE
WELFARE COLLECTIVE

by T.D. Thornton

   Caroline Howe, a lifetime equine enthusiast who competes in

the hunter/jumper discipline, is the founder and executive

director of the North Carolina-based Horse Welfare Collective.

She created the non-profit organization--which she operates by

herself--in 2021 to bring transparency to the American horse

slaughter industry. 

   Recent events--such as last week's news out of Florida

involving the alleged slaughter of a Thoroughbred that was

captured on a hidden camera--put TDN in touch with the Horse

Welfare Collective. In a half-hour phone interview with TDN on

July 29, Howe detailed what she is trying to accomplish with her

efforts, with an emphasis on how the slaughter and the

Thoroughbred industries overlap. A transcription of that

conversation follows, edited for brevity and clarity. 

TDN: Please explain the Horse Welfare Collective's mission.

CH: I founded the Horse Welfare Collective with the goal of

really raising awareness about the U.S. horse slaughter industry

and its impact on horse welfare, as well as public health,

because there are public health implications with the U.S. horse

slaughter industry.       Cont. p3 

MGISW CASA CREED TO MILL RIDGE 
   Four-time Grade I winner and New York favorite Casa Creed

(Jimmy Creed--Achalaya, by Bellamy Road), who was retired

earlier this month at the age of eight with a minor hind ankle

issue, will stand at Mill Ridge Farm near Lexington, the farm

announced Tuesday afternoon. Lee Einsidler and Mike Francesa

campaigned the Bill Mott trainee over seven seasons to a record

of 36-9-5-6 and earnings of $2,691,308. 

   Casa Creed has already arrived at Mill Ridge and will be

syndicated. He will stand the 2025 season for $10,000. 

   ACasa Creed is a great addition here at Mill Ridge, joining 

Oscar Performance and Aloha West. Like so many of us in racing,

we grew our regard for him over the years as he danced every

dance at the highest level against the very best,@ said syndicate

manager Price Bell.   Cont. p6

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/
https://www.succeed-equine.com/products/dcp/?utm_source=TDN
https://www.spendthriftfarm.com/known-agenda/
https://www.horsewelfarecollective.org
https://www.fox13news.com/news/floridas-illegal-horse-meat-trade-undercover-video-shows-racehorse-butchered-camera
https://millridge.com/oscar-performance
https://bit.ly/2KNga16
https://www.millridge.com/approach/stallions/aloha-west


SHOW TIME!
Now Essential Quality’s first yearlings  
are in the ring. Expect them to be like  
him: brilliant AND tough. Just imagine.

HE ALWAYS
SHOWED 
UP
Exceptional, unbroken  
sequence of weekly  
workouts through two  
championship seasons.

HE ALWAYS
SHOWED 
OFF
Unprecedented run of  
four of the biggest G1s  
in the calendar.

https://www.darleyamerica.com/news/he-always-showed-he-always-showed?utm_source=thoroughbreddailynews.com&utm_medium=display&utm_id=31_7&utm_campaign=essential_quality&utm_content=full_page
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7 | THE X-RAY FILES, SEASON 2: BRIAN GRAVES

Gainesway general manager Brian Graves has built a reputation as one of the

leading weanling-to-yearling pinhookers in the country. Jessica Martini finds out

more in the latest edition of the X-Ray Files. 

9 | MOTT QUESTIONS FLUNIXIN POSITIVE

 A Bill Mott-trained horse had to be euthanized after an Apr. 26 race at Aqueduct.

The Hall of Fame trainer is questioning a positive for the painkiller Flunixin, also

known as banamine.

11 | ANOTHER NEW ANTI-HISA FEDERAL LAWSUIT 

 For the second time in five days, individuals or entities under the control of HISA

have filed a lawsuit alleging that the law and its enforcement are unconstitutional.
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Caroline Howe, cont. from p1

   Initially, I really had no idea that U.S. horses were being sent to

slaughter. So I just started doing more and more digging into

that, and I realized that there's really this lack of awareness out

there about what's happening to a lot of our horses. And also,

there's a huge lack of oversight from the federal and state and

local levels.  

TDN: A lot of people might think that when the federal

government first started defunding the United States

Department of Agriculture (USDA)'s ability to inspect

horse-meat processing plants several decades ago, that helped

to get rid of equine slaughter in our country because the plants

couldn't legally operate without the inspections. But that's not

the case? 

CH: When Congress voted to not appropriate funds to the USDA

to inspect horse meat that effectively closed the--I think there

were three at the time--U.S. horse-meat plants. But horse

slaughter is demand-driven. Plants [in other countries still]

slaughter horses based on the consumer demand for horse meat

and the by-products. So with the cessation of horse slaughter in

the U.S., it didn't help from the global perspective of welfare for

the horses, because there continued to be an international

demand for horse meat. That meant U.S. horses were instead

being shipped to Mexico and Canada. 

TDN: But aren't there still safeguards in place to prevent or

deter shipping of horses outside our country for slaughter?

CH: When 30 horses at a time are crammed onto an 18-wheeler

and shipped 28-plus hours to Mexico or Canada, the USDA really

doesn't have any resources or funding to actively review any

kinds of safeguards, or welfare guards, or public health guards

that are put into place, such as shipping certificates and health

certificates.

   They're also not able to enforce things like the Commercial

Transportation of Equines for Slaughter Act, because there's a

restriction of the use of federal funding to actually do that. 

TDN: Your collective tracks horses of all breeds. To what extent

are Thoroughbreds involved, and what would you like people in

our industry to know about the situation?

CH: I want to start by saying that I think there are a lot of things

that the Thoroughbred industry has started to do right. I think

there's a lot more awareness about Thoroughbreds ending up in

slaughter-market channels. Cont. 

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://marylandthoroughbred.com/cms/
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Caroline Howe, cont. 

   I don't want to discount that by any means. But I definitely

want people to know I look at shipping certificates in my work

for the Horse Welfare Collective, and I see lots of

Thoroughbreds on the shipping certificates.

   One of my first rescues was a Thoroughbred who was five

years old and sold for $500,000 as a yearling. I reconnected that

horse with their breeder. They were very happy [I did that], but

they were crushed to learn the condition that horse was in, and

that the horse was on its way to possibly being shipped to

Mexico for slaughter.

   So I want people to understand that it doesn't matter what

your horse accomplished, how much money they made, how

much money they didn't make. If you're not following them or

doing your homework to make sure you know where they're

going and where they end up, it's very possible they've been

slaughtered or are in a horrific condition and on their way to

being slaughtered.

   It's also really important to understand where you're sending

your horse in international markets. When you're selling a horse

at Keeneland or Fasig-Tipton, and you're sending that horse to

an [overseas] buyer, especially South Korea, they have a really

hard time identifying where those horses go [after their racing

careers].

   I don't contact breeders so much any more to tell them about

the conditions their horses are in, because it's honestly become

so overwhelming I can't keep up.

TDN: Are actions by rescuers buying horses out of American "kill

pens" helping to fill the gaps left by governmental

non-enforcement?

CH: You have a lot of rescue awareness now, which is great. But

now you have kill buyers really benefitting from this industry in

a two-pronged way.

   Number one, they're still selling to slaughter plants. But

they're also marketing these "for slaughter" horses to rescues.

[The buyers want to prey upon the fact that] the more dire

these horses' conditions are, the more likely it is that they'll get

rescued. But then the horses are well-built, such as

Thoroughbreds and Quarter Horses, they're continuing to be

shipped to slaughter plants because they're a more attractive

physical specimen.

TDN: With specific reference to Thoroughbreds, are there

geographic areas in the country where racehorses getting sent

to slaughter are particularly problematic?

CH: I see a lot of Thoroughbreds coming out of Ohio and

Arizona. That's sort of a big pipeline. Cont. 

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.airdriestud.com/horse/complexity/?utm_source=TDN&utm_medium=HPV&utm_campaign=AirdrieStud&utm_content=ComplexityNumber1


https://november.keeneland.com/
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Sarah Andrew photo

Caroline Howe, cont. 

   And this is a huge issue because this is where the lack of

oversight comes in. People take Thoroughbreds from tracks or

from livestock auctions and just kind of sneak them through the

system. You used to be able to look at shipping certificates, and

it's much harder to do that now [since the advent of]

microchips.

   Now the vets who are doing the health and shipping

certificates are no longer required to put the breed of the horse

or any tattoos or markers, because now they have the

microchips. So now it's virtually impossible to trace if

Thoroughbreds are going across the border, particularly to

Mexico. There are no identifying specifics on their paperwork--

just microchip numbers.

TDN: Some slaughter still takes place in this country in the form

of black-market meat traders. In 2019, we reported on unsolved

cases that seemed to fit this pattern in Florida, and there was

another story in the Tampa Bay Times last week of an alleged

Thoroughbred slaughter that is being investigated but has yet to

result in any criminal charges being filed.

CH: This is something that is much more difficult to uncover and

understand. Particularly in Central Florida, in the Ocala area, and

Southern Florida, in the Miami area, there is a market for the

underground horse-meat trade. There are populations of people

who live there and consume horse meat. My understanding is

that the majority of them are Cuban, South American, but I don't

have any concrete data supporting that. One thing that I also

don't think people realize is that big game farms import a lot of

horse meat to feed tigers, et cetera, so you'll also find instances

of horses being illegally slaughtered around big game parks.

            Cont. 

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://digital.fasigtipton.com/sales/sale/34/midsummer-flash-sale/?utm_source=TDN&utm_medium=HPV&utm_campaign=MidsummerDigital&utm_content=NowOpen
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/florida-sheriffs-search-for-clues-that-might-link-horse-meat-murders/
https://www.tampabay.com/news/crime/2024/07/24/florida-horse-slaughter-ring-hernado-sheriff/
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Caroline Howe, cont. 

TDN: In the Florida case from last week, a citizen took it upon

himself to go undercover and infiltrate the alleged underground

horse-meat trade. He purportedly captured the slaughter of a

Thoroughbred in a video. When he turned his findings over to

law enforcement, he wasn't pleased that his efforts did not yield

immediate arrests, so he distributed his findings to the local

media, resulting in broadcasts and published news stories. Law

enforcement officials subsequently held their own news

conference, and went on record saying that people who take

undercover videos aren't helpful to obtaining convictions,

because that type of evidence is problematic to introduce in

court. What's your take on that situation?

CH: My take on it is to have empathy for every side. I always go

back to just finding common ground. What's something we can

all agree on? I understand the arguments on either side, and I

think everyone has really good points [from which] you can find

common ground and learn from this situation to say, "Hey, how

can we do it right next time?" This is a product of people not

communicating or being on the same page. So people try to take

things in their own hands, and then, as a result, it's just wires

being crossed.

   So learn from this experience. Work with the USDA, work with

the local government. Say, "In the future, what can we do to

best help you prosecute people who are doing this illegally?"

Most of the time, everyone has good intentions on the law

enforcement side and on the animal welfare side. It's a matter

of really embracing that and saying, "Hey, we all have one goal

here. Let's work at this as a team, and understand that it's going

to take compromise." 

TDN: What can Thoroughbred industry participants be doing

better to eradicate slaughter?

CH: Number one, allocating more funds to aftercare programs.

And putting a little bit more into finding some concrete solutions

for these horses who are, for instance, kind of broken after

they've raced and can't go on to have other jobs; having kind of

retirement scenarios for them.

   I think it's also really important--and this is more ideological--

just as a whole to understand that people get into raising and

training and breeding because they love horses, and not losing

sight of that. Realizing that when racing careers are over, these

horses still have so much life to live. 

   If you bring an animal into the world, you need to follow him

and take some accountability and responsibility for making sure

that they end up in a good spot.

Casa Creed, cont. from p1
   Bell continued: AI don=t believe any better example than his

races in Saudi Arabia where two years in a row he was beaten

two nostrils to the best sprinters in the world and in the 2023

Breeders= Cup Mile at the age of seven, finishing third and

beaten by a nose to English Champion Master of the Seas and a

nose to multiple GI winner Mawj. On top of that he stands 16.2

hands with great presence and quality. His pedigree blend with

Jimmy Creed by Distorted Humor will suit so many mares at a

very reasonable fee of $10,000. We are going to syndicate him

as we have Oscar Performance and Aloha West, and look

forward to including many of the same outstanding breeders in

this syndicate. Casa Creed has arrived at Mill Ridge and we look

forward to sharing him with breeders.@

   Casa Creed's four Grade I victories included two editions of the

Fourstardave Handicap at Saratoga, as well as two editions of

the Jaipur Stakes at Belmont Park. He also won Saratoga's GII

National Museum of Racing Hall of Fame Stakes and GIII Kelso

Stakes. In addition to his eight black-type wins, the bay has

another eight stakes placings, which include last year's GI

Breeders' Cup Mile, two additional renewals of the

Fourstardave, and another running of the Jaipur. He also twice

finished second in the G3 1351 Turf Sprint in Saudi Arabia. Cont.

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://tip.ontarioracing.com/
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/qa-with-caroline-howe-of-the-horse-welfare-collective/
https://millridge.com/oscar-performance
https://www.millridge.com/approach/stallions/aloha-west
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Casa Creed's 2023 Fourstardave win | Sarah Andrew

Brian Graves | Fasig-Tipton

Casa Creed, cont. 

   ACasa Creed is unique because he is the 'throwback horse' that

this modern breed needs, and he could make a real contribution

in the future,@ said Lee Einsidler. AFor my family and Mike

Francesa to share six years together through this horse, traveling

the world, racing and winning, nine times, at the highest level

will never be replicated. Bill Mott and his family and his team

allowed us to fulfill every dream and in the process, he grew a

cult following with the public, especially Saratoga. And now, to

have the opportunity to reproduce his quality at a farm like Mill

Ridge with Headley and Price Bell allows us to start a new

chapter and new dreams. We could not be more thankful.@

   AI am very close with Lee Einsidler and to be able to share

these incredible memories over six years through Casa Creed

can not be put into words,@ added Hall of Famer Mott.

THE X-RAY FILES, SEASON 2: BRIAN GRAVES
by Jessica Martini

   The X-Ray Files, now in its second year and presented in

cooperation with the Consignors and Breeders= Association, uses

conversations with buyers and sellers to contribute to the

dialogue on the sales and training process.

   In his role as general manager at Gainesway, Brian Graves is

preparing for a busy season of selling world-class yearlings,

while also casting an eye ahead to entries for the November

breeding stock sales. The yearling sales season--which opened

with the Fasig-Tipton July sale, continues in upstate New York

with next week=s Fasig-Tipton Saratoga Sale and includes stops

at Keeneland in September and back at Fasig-Tipton in October--

completes a year-long cycle for Graves, who has also built a

reputation as one of the leading weanling-to-yearling

pinhookers in the country.

   Graves took a few minutes away from the hectic schedule to

discuss everything from his strategy for picking out foals, to

observations on the yearling market and lessons he learned

from his late father, Bill.

   Graves=s pinhooking success at the yearling sales--which

includes a $1.2-million Saratoga yearling purchased for

$500,000 in 2017--starts with his search for the right weanling

prospects.

   AI just look for quality--what I have come to recognize as

perceived quality,@ Graves said of his foal shopping. AI like

balance, I like a horse with a long neck, a horse with a sloping

withers and deep girth. I like a horse with a good strong hip and

I like a horse that has action, that moves and can show some

action and athleticism. I think those quality type horses,

honestly, do come in all shapes and sizes. They have those

similar attributes, but they can be taller and they can be shorter

and they can be by any sire in the world, really.@

   He continued, AIf you have been burned a few hundred times,

you start to recognize what it is you like and what you=ve had

success with. And you gravitate towards it.@ Cont. 

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://members.breederscup.com/
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/mgisw-casa-creed-to-mill-ridge/


https://members.breederscup.com/
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$2.3-million Into Mischief filly consigned by Gainesway 

at 2023 Keeneland September sale | Keeneland

Brian Graves, cont. 

   AThat=s not to say that there aren=t a lot of horses in that sale

that you miss and that somebody else does really well with. I

just think it=s natural for people to gravitate to what they have

done well with.@

   Graves admitted the vet report can sometimes take a backseat

to the individual in his buying

decisions.

   AIt=s been my experience that

most of the issues that you buy

a foal with are not the issues

that they have when you sell

them,@ he said with a chuckle.

ASo, I am pretty forgiving.@

   And what about buyers the

following year? Do they have

that same attitude about the

vet reports?

   AWhat I have found is that

when I find something that I

think is a really nice foal with

sire power and all those

attributes that we like, and they

vet perfectly, you really stick

your neck out to obtain them,@ Graves explained. AAnd little

things that pop up can really hurt you. Conversely, if you are

willing to take a chance on some of those foals that don=t vet

perfectly, but they grow through it, then you can find yourself in

a position to do fairly well. You get a square deal. You don=t have

to pay quite as much.@

   The weanling market has been particularly strong in recent

year and Graves has found plenty of competition from fellow

pinhookers, like Randy Hartley and Dean DeRenzo=s AAA

Thoroughbreds, which was the leading buyer of foals at last

year=s Keeneland November sale. The demand from both end-

users and pinhookers continues to push the prices of those

Aperceived quality@ weanlings higher.

   AI think it=s at an all-time high, really,@ Graves said of the

weanling market. AI think that=s just a reflection of where the

market and the U.S. economy and stock market are in general.

All of them are at an all-time high. It just makes it tough because

everybody has a lot of disposable income and the horses bring a

lot of money. Sometimes over the last few years, you=re just

finding that the returns aren=t as easy to make. But usually the

best cure for that is a good recession. And then things level out

again.@

   On the selling side of the equation, the Beck family=s

Gainesway is coming off a strong showing in 2023. The historic

nursery was the leading consignor at the bellwether Keeneland

September sale where it sold nine seven-figure yearlings.

   Preparation for the fall auctions begins earlier than you might

expect, according to Graves.

   AWe focus on the health of the horse early in the year,@ he

said. AEven in the winter time, the best thing you can do in

advance of preparation is insuring the health of the horse. You

can tell it in the health of the coat

even as early as late winter when

they start to shed out. If a horse

is good and healthy on the inside,

it=s going to gleam on the

outside. I think a lot of people

make the mistake of starting late

where they just do the same

thing for every horse and think it

will all come right in the last 60 to

90 days. If you focus on the

health of the horse right up to

that point, and you have them

gleaming in their coats before

you start, you are in much better

shape.@

   The yearling market continued

on at record or near-record levels

in 2023, but polarization between demand at the top and results

in the middle to lower markets continued to be an issue last fall.

   AI think a lot of things are heading the right way, honestly,@

Graves said of the yearling market. AYou can=t really complain

too much about where the market is in general. It would be nice

to see more participation and perhaps maybe less polarization

and the money spread out a little bit more across the entire

population of horses.@

   Of the increasing presence of partnerships as major players in

the yearling market, Graves added, AI think it=s great for the

market--the more participants the better. The SF and various

other partnerships have become an interesting way for people

to get involved in the business on a large scale with a diversified

approach and be part of big horses and big stallion deals. It=s

been a big lift for everybody. I would love to see more of it.@

   Graves=s success in the industry has a strong foundation thanks

to his father, longtime Fasig-Tipton official Bill Graves, who died

in 2018.

   AI think about my dad every day really,@ Graves said. AHe was a

stickler for details. If I took something from my dad, it was that,

from day to day, week to week, I look at a horse and I

reevaluate. I say, >What=s he doing this week and what can I do

to make him better?= That=s because every time my dad would

come out, he would criticize something else.@ Cont. 

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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Bill Graves | Photos by Z

Brian Graves, cont. 

   AIt=s almost like he is sitting on my shoulder, saying, >Geesh,

Brian. Don=t you think that horse has a little too much belly?= or

>Geesh, Brian do you think we should give him a five-day

Panacur? He=s not quite shining like the other ones?= or, >Do you

think we should use this supplement or that supplement?= and,

>How can we make this better?= I will probably never lose that.@

   Graves continued, AAnd my dad was a stickler for work ethic.

You didn=t get lazy around him. So I try to do that and pass that

along to my children as well.@

   Of his three children, Graves said his oldest son, Will, is already

following in the footsteps of his father and grandfather.

   AMy oldest son has signed on for sure,@ he said. AHe=s going to

work for Eddie Woods after the September sale. He=s graduated

from college and he=s carrying it on. The other two are yet to be

determined.@

   Asked if he was happy to see the third generation set to tackle

the racing and breeding industry, Graves said, AIf you had asked

me a year and a half or two years ago, I was scared to death and

I would have said no. And here in the past six months, as I have

seen a lot fewer breakdowns and a lot of things that I thought

were detrimental to the sport changing, I am more optimistic.@

MOTT QUESTIONS FLUNIXIN POSITIVE
by Bill Finley

   When a Bill Mott-trained horse named Authorize (Curlin)

broke down and had to be euthanized after an Apr. 26 race at

Aqueduct, the trainer thought the worst was over with. Having a

horse break down is excruciating for any trainer, but Mott was

ready to move on. Little did he know that his problems were just

beginning.

   Tests were performed on Authorize and they showed that he

was positive for the painkiller Flunixin, also known as banamine.

Mott was incredulous. He did his own internal review, checking

with vets, his assistants, grooms and others on his staff and

concluded that there was no way his horse was given the

medication. He had been given banamine some 60 days before

the race to treat colic, but there's no way that drug would have

stayed in his system that long.

   "There's not a chance that Bill or anyone under his control

gave the horse banamine," his attorney, Drew Mollica, said.

   So what did happen? From the time the horse broke down

until he was put down, his care was completely out of Mott's

control. Mollica speculates that during this period, banamine

may have been given to the horse, perhaps as a painkiller, to get

him through the moments until he was put down.

   "...it is not in dispute that euthanizing drugs were

administered to the Horse post-race due to his injury and it is

our contention the alleged Flunixin overage was caused by that

administration and/or an error in that administration," Mollica

said in a letter sent to HIWU in what is called a "Demand" letter,

which asks for discovery and an investigation.

   One thing seems clear: blood was drawn from the horse for

the test after he was euthanized. The race went off at 3:32 p.m.

Authorize was euthanized on the track, and his connections

were notified that he would be tested at 4:31 p.m. "For

fatalities," confirmed HIWU's Director of Communications Alexa

Ravit, "the samples are collected after the horse is euthanized."

   "If the tests were conducted after a third-party administration

of medications when the horse was no longer under the control

of the trainer, that breaks the chain of custody, and he cannot

be held responsible," argued Mollica.

   So what medications were administered?

   "We've said to them, we've done our own investigation and

now we want you, HISA, to do an investigation into your end of

this because it's not in dispute that you and vets there in an

emergency situation treated the horse," Mollica said. "All we're

asking is that you investigate your procedures. They said we

have no duty to investigate. That's contrary to HISA's mandate

of transparency and fairness."

   When some of the same questions Mollica has been asking

were sent via email to HIWU by the TDN, Ravit did her best to fill

in the blanks.

   Ravit wrote that, "if the agency collects any sample(s) from a

deceased horse, the sample collection shall not interfere with

any life-saving treatment." She also wrote that "sample(s)

should ordinarily be collected from the Covered Horse before it

is removed from the relevant venue where it suffered a fatal

condition, but otherwise may be collected at the location where

the Covered Horse is transported to (e.g., veterinary clinic)." Cont

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/the-x-ray-files-season-2-brian-graves/
http://www.hillndalefarms.com/curlin/
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Bill Mott | Walter Wlodarczyk

Bill Mott, cont. 

   She added: "If a Covered Horse receives an Adverse Analytical

Finding (positive test), HIWU reviews all veterinary records

connected to that horse, including those associated with

emergency treatments administered by a veterinarian(s), before

determining whether to proceed with a Notice of a potential

ADMC Program violation."

   Does that mean that HIWU did

in fact examine whether or not

banamine was given to the horse

as part of a emergency

treatments?

   Ravit continued: "More

broadly, every positive test

undergoes a preliminary

investigation to verify its

legitimacy, which would include

whether a substance was given

as part of euthanasia.

   "When HIWU's Notice letters of

a potential violation are sent to a

Covered Person, they include the

sample collection documentation

from the day of the collection. Per HIWU collection procedures,

when a sample is collected on a deceased horse, the

veterinarian(s) who collected the samples are prompted to

declare any known medications administered to the horse prior

to the collection. This information is captured in a

Supplementary Report and given to the trainer as part of the full

sample collection documentation.

   "For the Covered Horse Authorize, the NYRA vets declared that

the horse was given euthasol, succinylcholine, and xylazine prior

to the samples being collected. Banamine (Flunixin) was not

declared as being administered in the Supplementary Report,

nor was it recorded in the HISA portal by any other

veterinarians. All of this information was given to the trainer and

his defense counsel.

   "Once HIWU's initial investigation is complete and the Covered

Person is notified, the burden is then on the Covered Person to

request a B Sample and/or provide evidence of source of the

Prohibited Substance to demonstrate No Fault or No Significant

Fault (as applicable). If the recipient of a Notice has additional

information, they have multiple opportunities to present that

information to HIWU for consideration."

   "We haven't asked for anything crazy," said Mollica. "All we

have said is that this is an odd situation. Remember, the horse

was euthanized while not under Mott's care, custody or control.

We want to know if this event could have caused this positive.

It's not an unrealistic question."

   The penalties for a Flunixin positive are far from severe. There

is just a $500 fine. Wouldn't it would be easier for Mott to pay

the fine and move on?

   "Bill says in a case like this, for the betterment of the game,

shouldn't we all know what happened to this horse?" Mollica

said. "Why not the transparency needed to answer the

questions we have raised? It's

just a $500 fine point and a half.

Why spend the money? This is

the problem with this system.

Everybody bails out because it's

ridiculously expensive to fight."

   Mollica has requested a

hearing, but the odds are

against him and his client. Mott,

at some point in time, will likely

have to pay the fine and the

banamine positive will be part

of his official record. As a Hall of

Fame trainer with a pristine

reputation, he's not okay with

that.

   "It's a $500 fine," Mollica said.

"Let fairness be damned, walk away and take the penalty. Bill

understands that he may not win, but he wants this story to get

out there."

   Ravit wrote that "HIWU cannot comment on this case beyond

what is posted on the HIWU website," which is little. The

website lists the name of the horse, the drug it was positive for

and the date of the race in question.

   Mollica doesn't intend to let it go at that.

   "...given Mr. Mott's reputation and stakes that are involved for

the industry as a whole, we demand that HISA and HIWU

comply with this discovery demand and conduct a thorough

investigation of its own into this alleged violation, because as

stated above, it is clear that no one acting under or pursuant to

Mr. Mott's agency and/or control administered Flunixin to the

horse, period," Mollica wrote in his "Demand" letter. "Hence the

sui genius nature of this matter demands a full HIWU

investigation, and that the discovery requested herein be

disclosed, as justice demands it, and racing as an industry

deserves to know answers to the questions raised herein."

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/d.jsp?llr=mbpl6nrab&p=oi&m=1118232230956&sit=x9urjx4ib&f=06beb848-3873-4bd0-98dc-a23642c7d372
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/mott-questions-flunixin-positive/
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Coady

ANOTHER DAY, ANOTHER NEW ANTI-HISA

FEDERAL LAWSUIT By T.D. Thornton

   For the second time in five days--and for the seventh time in

three years--individuals or entities under the control of the

Horseracing and Safety Integrity Act (HISA) have filed a lawsuit

in a federal court alleging that the law and its enforcement are

unconstitutional.

   This latest legal action took the

form of a July 29 complaint in

United States District Court for

the Southern District of Iowa

(Central Division) filed by

Thoroughbred owner Joseph A.

Kelly and owner/trainer Douglas

L. Anderson against the HISA

Authority, the Federal Trade

Commission, and executives of

both organizations.

   "There have been several legal

challenges to the Act's delegation

of power to HISA," the complaint

stated. "The United States Court

of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit

has twice declared that portions of the Act are unconstitutional

under the private non-delegation doctrine; the Eighth Circuit

currently has the issue under consideration; and the Sixth Circuit

has upheld the Act over broad constitutional challenges. None of

these cases, however, has directly addressed the Act's grant of

authority to HISA to assess taxes or fees on industry participants.

   "This case is solely about whether the Act's delegation of

authority to a private entity to levy and collect a tax or a fee is

constitutional and whether this private organization is even

complying with the Act's requirement that any assessment be

'allocated equitably,'" the filing stated. 

   "This Court should declare that the Act's funding mechanisms

is unconstitutional and permanently enjoin the defendants from

enforcing it. Or, in the alternative, the Court should declare that

HISA's assessment against Iowa horse owners is not equitable

and thus [beyond legal power or authority]," the filing stated.

   Asked to comment Tuesday on the Iowa lawsuit, a HISA

Authority spokesperson relayed the same quote that the

organization issued last Friday when news broke about a related

unconstitutionality lawsuit initiated against HISA by eight

horsemen in Oklahoma: AAs with other litigation making similar

claims, we will vigorously defend our ability to implement HISA=s

safety and integrity rules,@ the spokesperson emailed.

   At issue are the HISA Authority's annual assessments to Iowa

for 2023 (originally $1,040,576 but later reduced by the

Authority to $953,400) and for 2024 ($1,187,942).

   According to the complaint, "on June 20, 2023, HISA President

and CEO Lisa Lazarus notified Prairie Meadows Racetrack and

Casino, the only horseracing track in Iowa, that HISA determined

that the proposal Prairie Meadows submitted to HISA for the

allocation of the assessment 'among Covered Persons' had

'allocated equitably' the assessment [and that] this 'equitable

allocation,' as determined by HISA, 'splits the assessment 50-50

between the track and

horsemen.'"

   The complaint stated that

Lazarus's letter "did not define

'horsemen,' nor did it explain

how the allocation was

equitable." 

   A footnote in the complaint

stated that the Authority's

"Assessment Methodology Rule

does provide a formula for how

HISA will divide up the total

assessment among the states,

but it does not provide how

HISA will equitably allocate that

assessment among covered

persons within the state."

   The complaint then stated that, on Oct. 31, 2023, Lazarus sent

a letter to the Iowa Racing and Gaming Commission regarding

the 2024 assessment, in which she "urged the Iowa

governmental body to voluntarily pay that sum." 

   Then, according to the complaint, "Starting in the spring of

2024, HISA began to put significant pressure on the Iowa

Horsemen's Benevolent and Protective Association (HBPA) to

voluntarily pay half of the assessment. HISA representatives told

Prairie Meadows representatives that they were frustrated and

angry that the Iowa HBPA had not yet paid the 2023 or 2024

assessment and that Iowa HBPA Executive Director Jon Moss

had not spoken to HISA about it."

   Moss is a lead plaintiff in the anti-HISA federal lawsuit that is

currently awaiting judgment in the Eighth Circuit Court of

Appeals. That case, initiated in a lower court on Apr. 6, 2023,

involves leaders of the HBPA affiliates in Arkansas and Iowa

seeking to reverse the lower court's denial of a preliminary

injunction that sought to halt HISA and its Anti-Doping and

Medication Control program.  

   Moss, the complaint stated, wrote to Prairie Meadows as far

back as June 2023 to make it known that, "the Iowa HBPA

believes the passage of HISA and the corresponding creation of

a non-governmental authority to govern horseracing is an

unconstitutional delegation of government authority to a private

entity and an unconstitutional encroachment of authority on the

power of the State of Iowa." Cont. 

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/yet-another-horsemen-vs-hisa-federal-lawsuit-hits-at-alleged-unconstitutionality/
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TOBA Broodmare of the Year Dance Card with her 

2023 Gun Runner filly | Sara Gordon

Anti-HISA federal lawsuit, cont. 

   The complaint stated that, "HISA's decision to allocate the

2023 and 2024 Iowa assessment '50-50 between the track and

horsemen' was not based on any evidence or objective factors

but was instead arbitrary, capricious, and an abuse of

discretion."

   The complaint stated that, "Plaintiffs are now forced to bring

this lawsuit to stop HISA's assessments, which violate the

Constitution's structure, the Due Process Clause, and the Act's

requirement that assessments among covered persons be

'equitable.'@

   The complaint continued: "These unconstitutional and

unlawful actions are bad enough, but Plaintiffs' injuries are

made worse by the fact that HISA has assessed and will continue

to assess Plaintiffs and other industry participants for the

millions of dollars in legal fees that HISA has unnecessarily

incurred and will continue to incur to defend against HISA's

unlawful actions and the unconstitutional Act."

TOBA AWARD WINNERS NAMED 
   The 2023 National Award winners--humans and horses--which

will be honored by the Thoroughbred Owners and Breeders

Association (TOBA) were announced by that organization

Tuesday afternoon. TOBA, which will hold the awards for the

39th year, will host the National Awards Luncheon to honor the

winning breeders Friday, Sept. 6 at the Thoroughbred Club of

America and the National Awards Dinner Saturday, Sept. 7 at

Fasig-Tipton. Tickets are available for both events with

registration due by Aug.  22. Click here for more information.

   ATOBA is honored to recognize the outstanding achievements

of the state breeders, three remarkable horses, and two

individuals who have given unselfishly back to our sport,@ said

TOBA President Dan Metzger. AWe look forward to a special

weekend of celebrating the very best of Thoroughbred racing.@

   Three horses will be honored: Dance Card (by Tapit, dam of

2023 Horse of the Year Cody's Wish {Curlin}) as National

Broodmare of the Year, Time for Trouble (English Channel) as

Claiming Crown Horse of the Year, and A Lil Evil (Hear No Evil) as

the Rood & Riddle Sport Horse of the Year. 

   The Robert N. Clay Conservation Award, which recognizes a

member of the Thoroughbred community who has made an

outstanding contribution to preserving land for equine use, will

go to Peter Giangiulio, while Frank Taylor will be honored with

the Dr. J. David Richardson Industry Service for his work in

founding Stable Recovery.

   In addition, a number of U.S. state and Canadian breeders will

be recognized: 

$ Arizona Breeder of the Year B Fleming Thoroughbred

Farm LLC (Marvin and Gerald Fleming)

$ Arkansas Breeder of the Year B McDowell Farms (Bill

McDowell)

$ California Breeder of the Year B Richard Barton

Enterprises (Richard Barton)

$ Canada Breeder of the Year B Adena Springs (Frank and

Elfriede Stronach)

$ Canada Small Breeder of the Year B Sean Fitzhenry

$ Florida Breeder of the Year B Stonehedge, LLC (Marilyn

Campbell)

$ Indiana Breeder of the Year B Justice Farms, Inc. (Greg

Justice)

$ Iowa Breeder of the Year B Poindexter Thoroughbreds,

LLC (Allen Poindexter)

$ Kentucky Breeder of the Year B Godolphin

$ Louisiana Breeder of the Year B Thomas M. Galvin

$ Maryland Breeder of the Year B Dance Forth Farm (Tom

and Chris Bowman)

$ New Jersey Breeder of the Year B Bright View Farm

(Christine Connelly) and Greg Kilka

$ New Mexico Breeder of the Year B Fred A. Alexander

$ New York Breeder of the Year B Barry K. Schwartz

$ North Carolina Breeder of the Year B Art Bauer

$ Oregon Breeder of the Year B Connie Erickson

$ Pennsylvania Breeder of the Year B Forgotten Land

Investments Inc. and Black Diamond Equine (Christian

Black)

$ South Carolina Breeder of the Year B Franklin G. Smith

Sr.

$ Texas Breeder of the Year B Carolyn R. Barnett

$ Virginia Breeder of the Year B Ann Mudge Backer

$ Washington Breeder of the Year B Sheridan Jones and

Ken W. Miles

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/another-day-another-new-anti-hisa-federal-lawsuit/
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/toba-award-winners-named/
https://toba.org/awards/
https://www.winstarfarm.com/horses/constitution.html
https://www.darleyamerica.com/stallions/our-stallions/codys-wish
https://www.threechimneys.com/horse/gun-runner/
http://www.hillndalefarms.com/curlin/
https://gainesway.com/stallions/tapit/
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MARYLAND THOROUGHBRED HALL OF FAME

FINALISTS ANNOUNCED
   Eight horses have been named finalists for induction into the

Maryland Thoroughbred Hall of Fame in 2024. The finalists are:

Alma North, Caveat, Eightofasttocatch, Heros Reward, Post Boy,

Richard's Kid, Shine Again, and Smart Angle.

   To be considered, a horse must have been bred in Maryland

and be retired for at least five years.

   The horses selected to enter the Hall of Fame will be

announced with a special ceremony Aug. 23 during live racing at

the Maryland State Fair in Timonium.

   The Maryland Thoroughbred Hall of Fame was created jointly

by the Maryland Horse Breeders Association and Maryland

Racing Media Association. It inducted its first class of 12 in 2013.

There are now 33 members, ranging, alphabetically speaking,

from Awad to Youth.

SPECKERT NAMED COO OF KENTUCKY HORSE

RACING AND GAMING CORPORATION
   Susan Speckert has been named chief operating officer of the

newly formed Kentucky Horse Racing and Gaming Corporation.

The KHRGC, established through 2024 Senate Bill 299, took over

the responsibilities of the Kentucky Horse Racing Commission on

July 1. 

   AI am honored to work alongside the outstanding team at the

KHRGC to ensure Kentucky continues to lead in protecting the

health, safety and welfare of horses, riders and all participants,

as well as the wagering public,@ Speckert said. AI am grateful to

the Board of Directors and President and CEO Jamie Eads for the

opportunity to come full circle in my career to serve the sport I

dearly love.@

   Speckert most recently served as the Commissioner of Law for

the Lexington-Fayette Urban County Government. She had

previously served as General Counsel of the Kentucky Horse

Racing Commission where she was involved in all operations of

the agency and was instrumental in drafting regulations related

to historical horse racing.

   ASusan's commitment to and knowledge of the horse racing

industry is well known,@ said Eads. AHer professional experience

makes her uniquely qualified to serve as the KHRGC's first COO.@

   Board Chairman Jon Rabinowitz added, ASusan is a well-

respected attorney and community leader with the right

experience and knowledge to serve in this crucial role. On behalf

of the Board of Directors, I welcome Susan to the team.@

   Speckert will assume her new role Aug. 19.

HISA REQUESTS FUROSEMIDE PROPOSALS
   The Horseracing Integrity and Safety Authority has released a

request for proposals for research into whether furosemide is a

performance-enhancing drug in Thoroughbred racehorses. The

research is required as part of HISA=s Congressional mandate

and its conclusions will be used to guide HISA=s Furosemide

Advisory Committee in its recommendations to the HISA Board

on next steps regarding the regulation of furosemide.

   Responses to the RFP are due by Oct. 15 at 11:59 p.m. ET.

Questions about the RFP and the process for submitting a

response may be sent to Dr. Jennifer Durenberger at

jennifer.durenberger@hisaus.org and/or Sam Reinhardt at

samuel.reinhardt@hisaus.org. 

   Final proposals may also be submitted via email to

Durenberger and Reinhardt. 

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://biedermanrealestate.com/
https://www.dwaynelukasbook.com
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/maryland-thoroughbred-hall-of-fame-finalists-announced/
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/speckert-named-coo-of-kentucky-horse-racing-and-gaming-corporation/
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/hisa-requests-furosemide-proposals/
https://www.mdthoroughbredhalloffame.com/
https://bphisaweb.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/07/HISA_PED_RFP_Final.pdf
mailto:jennifer.durenberger@hisaus.org
mailto:samuel.reinhardt@hisaus.org
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'VIRGINIA WINS WITH HORSES' TV COMMERCIAL

WINS TELLY AWARD 
   In conjunction with BES Studios, the Virginia Equine Alliance

(VEA) was awarded a Telly Award in recognition of a sixty-

second TV commercial titled "Virginia Wins With Horses" that

was submitted in the annual competition which honors

excellence in video and television across all screens. 

   The BES Studios and the VEA  received a "Silver" in the Travel

& Tourism Regional TV category--the highest achievement

awarded by the Telly awards judging panel, a body of over 200

executives from television networks, production companies,

global agencies, immersive content studios, and streaming

platforms.  

   The Telly Awards annually showcases the best work created

within television and across video, for all screens.

   The VEA, whose mission is to sustain, promote and expand the

horse breeding and horse racing opportunities in the

Commonwealth of Virginia, initiated a multi-media campaign

titled "Virginia's Economy Wins with Horses". 

   BES Studios acquired hours of footage to select from via

day-long video shoots at four locations--Colonial Downs

Racetrack in New Kent, Shenandoah Downs Racetrack in

Woodstock, Eagle Point Farm in Ashland and Audley Farm

Equine in Berryville. Footage highlighted the state's economy,

tourism, jobs, careers and agriculture.

   The VEA then forged a strategic partnership with Virginia

Broadcast Solutions (VBS) and the Virginia Association of

Broadcasters (VAB) to develop a comprehensive advertising plan

which aimed to highlight the economic and social impacts of the

Virginia horse industry, emphasizing its integral role in

contributing to the Commonwealth's prosperity.

   "We are thrilled with the results so far and look forward to

continue to promote the agribusiness, economic benefits, jobs,

and vibrancy of Virginia's bustling horse racing and breeding

industry through creative spots," said Jill Byrne, the VEA's

Vice-President of Strategic Planning who served as the media

campaign's Project Manager. "It's also a great honor to receive a

Telly Trophy on behalf of a great team here led by BES Studios

and all the horses and horsemen that contributed to the

project."

   To view the award-winning spot, click here.

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/sales-results-by-stallion/
https://biedermanrealestate.com/
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/podcast/
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/virginia-wins-with-horses-tv-commercial-wins-telly-award/
https://virginiahorseracing.com/


Thursday, Saratoga #9, post time: 5:45 p.m. EDT

GLENS FALLS S.-GII, $250,000, 4yo/up, f/m, 1 1/2mT

PP HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY WT

1 Alpha Bella Justify Don Alberto Stable Pletcher Saez 122

2 Royalty Interest (Fr) Le Havre (Ire) Klaravich Stables, Inc. Brown Cancel 122

3 Chop Chop City of Light Selective, LLC Cox Dettori 122

4 Parnac (Fr) Zarak (Fr) West Point Thoroughbreds & Dream With Me Stable Clement Davis 120

5 Eternal Hope (Ire) Teofilo (Ire) Godolphin, LLC Appleby Prat 120

6 Atomic Blonde (Ger) The Grey Gatsby (Ire) West Point Tbrds, Clement, C & Winters Equine Clement Rosario 120

7 McKulick (GB) Frankel (GB) Klaravich Stables, Inc. Brown Ortiz, Jr. 122

Breeders: 1-Don Alberto Corporation, 2-China Horse Club International LTD, 3-Cobra Farm & MRJ Thoroughbreds, 4-Jean-Pierre Dubois, 5-Godolphin,

6-Gestut Karlshof, 7-Essafinaat UK Ltd

Friday, Saratoga #8, post time: 5:10 p.m. EDT

FASIG-TIPTON SARATOGA OAKS INVITATIONAL S.-GII, $400,000, 3yo, f, 1 3/16mT

PP HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY WT

1 Cinderella's Dream (GB) Shamardal Godolphin, LLC Appleby Buick 121

2 Dancing N Dixie Neolithic Barber, Gary, Rocky Top Stables and LEMB Stables Casse Ortiz 121

3 Kathynmarissa K American Pharoah Caruso, Michael J. and Dubb, Michael Dutrow, Jr. Dettori 121

4 Macanga American Pharoah Imaginary Stables and Barnhart, Mark Dutrow, Jr. Velazquez 121

5 Greenfinch Justify Westerberg, Magnier, S, Smith, D & Tabor, M O'Brien Moore 121

6 Segesta Ghostzapper Juddmonte Brown Ortiz, Jr. 121

7 Movin' On Up Accelerate Ramsey, Kenneth, L. Joseph, Jr. Gaffalione 121

Breeders: 1-Godolphin, 2-Freddie Hyatt, 3-Don Alberto Corporation, 4-Fred W. Hertrich III, 5-Orpendale/Chelston/Wynatt, 6-Juddmonte, 7-Estate Of Harvey

A. Clarke

Friday, Saratoga #9, post time: 5:45 p.m. EDT

NATIONAL MUSEUM OF RACING HALL OF FAME S.-GII, $500,000, 3yo, 1mT

PP HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY WT

1 Please Advise K Palace Malice R. A. Hill Stable Weaver Prat 118

2 Buttercream Babe K Twirling Candy Three Diamonds Farm Maker Ortiz, Jr. 113

3 Zverev K Oscar Performance Belladonna Racing, LLC, Peachtree Stable, Twin 

Brook Stables and West Point Thoroughbreds DeVaux Ortiz 118

4 Neat K Constitution Red White and Blue Racing Atras Alvarado 124

5 Lagynos K Kantharos HRH Prince Sultan Bin Mishal Al Saud Asmussen Torres 118

6 Crystal Quest Uncle Mo Live Oak Plantation Trombetta Castellano 122

7 Barksdale K Street Sense Cypress Creek Equine Walden Vazquez 118

8 Army Officer K Not This Time Qatar Racing Cox Dettori 118

Breeders: 1-Spartan Team Investments LLC, 2-Repole Stable, Inc, 3-Andrew Warren, 4-Hidden Brook Farm & Spruce Lane Farm, 5-Robert Spiegel, 6-Live

Oak Stud, 7-Dixiana Farms, LLC, 8-Castle Park Farm, LLC & Dermot Joyce

https://millridge.com/oscar-performance
http://coolmore.com/farms/america/stallions/american-pharoah
http://coolmore.com/farms/america/stallions/american-pharoah
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https://bit.ly/2KNga16
https://www.winstarfarm.com/horses/constitution.html
https://www.darleyamerica.com/stallions/our-stallions/street-sense
http://www.hillndalefarms.com/ghostzapper/
https://www.agakhanstuds.com/Stallions/201300182/Home/en
http://www.hillndalefarms.com/kantharos/
https://coolmore.com/farms/america/stallions/uncle-mo
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Saturday, Saratoga #7, post time: 3:21 p.m. EDT

SARATOGA DERBY INVITATIONAL S.-GI, $600,000, 3yo, 1 3/16mT

PP HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY WT

1 Izzy d'Oro Get Stormy Kelly, Blake, Gellenbeck, Joseph and Russo, Isidoro Kelly Castellano 122

2 Cugino K Twirling Candy West Point Thoroughbreds and Jimmy Kahig LLC McGaughey III Ortiz, Jr. 122

3 Legend of Time (GB) Sea The Stars (Ire) Godolphin, LLC Appleby Buick 122

4 Diego Velazquez (Ire) Frankel (GB) Westerberg, Brant, P., Magnier, Mrs. J, O'Brien Moore 122

Smith, Derrick and Tabor, Michael B.

5 Deterministic K Liam's Map St. Elias Stable, Langone, Ken, Duncker, C. Steven Clement Rosario 122

and Vicarage Stable

6 Carson's Run K Cupid West Point Thoroughbreds and Bouchey, Steven Clement Davis 122

7 Royal Majesty (GB) Frankel (GB) Besilu Stables Mott Alvarado 122

8 White Palomino Kitten's Joy Bakke, James J. and Isbister, Gerald Brown Prat 122

Breeders: 1-Shawhan Place LLC, 2-Gage Hill Stables, LLC & W. S. Farish, 3-Lordship Stud & Sunderland Holding Inc, 4-Epona Bloodstock Ltd, 5-Hinkle

Farms, 6-Frankfort Park Farm, 7-Besilu Stables LLC, 8-Bakster Farms

Saturday, Saratoga #8, post time: 3:54 p.m. EDT

TEST S. PRESENTED BY TICKETMASTER-GI, $500,000, 3yo, f, 7f

PP HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY WT

1 Emery K More Than Ready Stonestreet Stables LLC Cox Gaffalione 120

2 Denim and Pearls Into Mischief Red White and Blue Racing Cox Ortiz, Jr. 122

3 Belle's Blue Bell Girvin Jacks or Better Farm, Inc. David Bravo 118

4 Ways and Means Practical Joke Klaravich Stables, Inc. Brown Prat 118

5 My Mane Squeeze Audible Butler, William J. and WinStar Farm LLC Maker Saez 122

6 Brightwork Outwork WSS Racing Ortiz Velazquez 122

Breeders: 1-Mary K. Grum, 2-Town & Country Horse Farms, LLC, 3-Jacks or Better Farm Inc., 4-Klaravich Stables, 5-William Butler, 6-Wynnstay, INC &

H.Allen Poindexter

Saturday, Saratoga #11, post time: 5:42 p.m. EDT

WHITNEY S.-GI, $1,000,000, 4yo/up, 1 1/8m

PP HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY WT

1 Post Time Frosted Hillwood Stable LLC Russell Russell 120

2 Disarm Gun Runner Winchell Thoroughbreds LLC Asmussen Rosario 118

3 National Treasure Quality Road SF Racing, Starlight Racing, Madaket Stables, Baffert Prat 124

Masterson, R, Stonestreet Stables, Schoenfarber, J, 

Waves Edge Capital LLC and Donovan, Catherine

4 Warrior Johny K Cairo Prince Rigney Racing, LLC Bauer Gaffalione 118

5 First Mission Street Sense Godolphin, LLC Cox Geroux 122

6 Il Miracolo K Gun Runner Soto, Eduardo Sano Franco 120

7 Crupi K Curlin Repole Stable and St. Elias Stables LLC Pletcher Ortiz, Jr. 122

8 Tumbarumba Oscar Performance Wathnan Racing Lynch Saez 120

9 Bright Future K Curlin Repole Stable and St. Elias Stables LLC Pletcher Castellano 124

10 Skippylongstocking K Exaggerator Alonso, Daniel Joseph, Jr. Ortiz 122

11 Arthur's Ride K Tapit Glassman Racing Mott Alvarado 118

12 Charge It Tapit Whisper Hill Farm, LLC Pletcher Velazquez 120

Breeders: 1-Dr. & Mrs. Thomas Bowman, Dr. BrookeBowman & Milton P. Higgins III, 2-Winchell Thoroughbreds LLC, 3-Peter E. Blum Thoroughbreds, LLC,

4-Mr. & Mrs. William L. Pape, 5-Godolphin, 6-Willow Oaks Stable LLC, 7-Claiborne Farm, 8-Coteau Grove Farms, LLC, 9-Clearsky Farms, 10-Brushy Hill,

LLC, 11-Helen Barbazon, Joseph Barbazon &Tapit Syndicate, 12-Whisper Hill Farm, LLC

https://www.breederscup.com/challenge
https://www.agakhanstuds.com/seathestars
https://millridge.com/oscar-performance
https://lanesend.com/twirlingcandy
https://coolmore.com/farms/america/stallions/practical-joke
https://bit.ly/2KNga16
https://bit.ly/2KNga16
https://lanesend.com/qualityroad
http://www.airdriestud.com/horse/cairo-prince/
https://www.darleyamerica.com/stallions/our-stallions/street-sense
https://lanesend.com/liamsmap
https://www.threechimneys.com/horse/gun-runner/
https://www.threechimneys.com/horse/gun-runner/
https://www.winstarfarm.com/horses/audible-42268.html
https://www.winstarfarm.com/horses/outwork.html
https://www.darleyamerica.com/stallions/our-stallions/frosted
https://www.airdriestud.com/horse/girvin/
http://www.hillndalefarms.com/curlin/
http://www.hillndalefarms.com/curlin/
https://gainesway.com/stallions/tapit/
https://gainesway.com/stallions/tapit/
https://gainesway.com/stallions/tapit/


Saturday, Saratoga #10, post time: 5:04 p.m. EDT

TROY S.-GII, $300,000, 4yo/up, 5 1/2fT

PP HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY WT

1 Mischief Magic (Ire) Exceed And Excel (Aus) Godolphin, LLC Appleby Buick 122

2 Outlaw Kid Violence R. A. Hill Stable and SGV Thoroughbreds Weaver Prat 118

3 Dancing Buck War Dancer J and N Stables and Diamond M Stable Nevin Franco 122

4 Xy Speed K First Samurai Clear Stars Stable Lerman Gonzalez 120

5 Mischievous Angel Into Mischief Parkland Thoroughbreds Abreu Ortiz 118

6 Cogburn K Not This Time Brewster, Clark, Heiligbrodt, L. W & Corinne Asmussen Ortiz, Jr. 124

7 Big Invasion K Declaration of War Reeves Thoroughbred Racing Clement Dettori 118

8 Grooms All Bizness Fed Biz Colts Neck Stables LLC Duarte, Jr. Davis 122

9 Sosua Summer K Summer Front Wachtel Stable, Barber, G & R.T Racing Stable Mott Rosario 122

10 Witty Great Notion Qatar Racing, Detampel, M & Merryman, Elizabeth Merryman Gaffalione 122

11 Thin White Duke Dominus Gleaves, Philip, Crist, S, deRegt, K & Hilliard, B Donk Lezcano 118

12 Disarmed Maclean's Music Imperio, M, Rodriguez, Rudy & Gurdon, Andrew Rodriguez Rider TBA 118

Breeders: 1-Godolphin, 2-Robert G. Harvey, 3-J & N Stables LLC, 4-Monticule, 5-Parkland Thoroughbreds, 6-Bellary Bloodstock, 7-John O'Meara, 8-Colts

Neck Stables, LLC, 9-Brereton C. Jones, 10-Elizabeth M. Merryman, 11-Phil Gleaves, 12-Kingsport Farms, LLC

Sunday, Ellis #9, post time: 4:48 p.m. EDT

PUCKER UP S.-GIII, $400,000, 3yo, f, 1 1/8mT

PP HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY WT

1 Everland Arrogate Foster Family Racing, William J. Wargel, Foster Geroux 118

R.K. Eckrich Racing, LLC and Maxis Stable 

2 Kalispera (Ire) Ten Sovereigns (Ire) William K. Werner Lynch Graham 118

3 Waves of Mischief Into Mischief Qatar Racing, LLC Walsh Machado 118

4 Hello Hollywood Oscar Performance Double Heart Racing, LLC Lynch Ortiz 118

5 She's Fire Flameaway Gail Rice Rice Rodriguez 118

6 Pin Up Betty Constitution Three Diamonds Farm Maker Torres 122

7 Mo Fox Givin Mo Town Gary Barber Casse Torres 118

8 Sanctify K Audible Valerie L. Peterson Holsapple Loveberry 118

9 Mont Saint Michel (Fr) Wootton Bassett (GB) SF Racing, LLC Walsh Achard 118

10 Adrasteia Speightster Fergus Bogle Bogle Cannon 118

Breeders: 1-George Strawbridge Jr., 2-Mrs Ann Marie O'Brien, 3-Pam & Martin Wygod, 4-Double Heart Racing, LLC, 5-Bill Adair, Phyllis Adair & Connie

Brown, 6-Three Diamonds Farm, 7-Liberty Road Stables, 8-Chiyoda Farm, 9-SF Bloodstock SC, 10-Mullikin Thoroughbreds

Sunday, Mountaineer Casino & Resort #7, post time: 7:40 p.m. EDT

WEST VIRGINIA GOVERNOR'S S.-GIII, $200,000, 3yo/up, 1 1/16m

PP HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY WT

1 Extra Anejo K Into Mischief Winchell Thoroughbreds LLC Asmussen Torres 118

2 Heroic Move Quality Road Arnold Bennewith, Rick Wiest, Clayton Wiest, Diodoro Hernandez 120

Lana Wiest, Randy Howg, R6 Stables, Gary Kropp,

and Norman Tremblay

3 Discretionary Day Acclamation Tijuana Racing Stables, Jeff Jacobs & Dave Colone Silva Bracho 118

4 Komorebino Omoide (Jpn) California Chrome Perry Martin Diodoro Bejarano 118

5 Tembo K Carpe Diem Tijuana Racing Stables Silva Negron 118

6 Rose's Pepino Boys At Tosconova Robert L. Inman Inman Oliveros 118

7 Play Chicken Square Eddie Tijuana Racing Stables Silva Bravo 118

8 Hit Show Candy Ride (Arg) Gary L. and Mary E. West Cox Geroux 118

Breeders: 1-Mt. Brilliant Farm, LLC & Orrin H.Ingram, 2-Gary & Mary West Stables Inc., 3-Donald Valpredo, 4-Perry Martin, 5-Stonestreet T horoughbred

Holdings LLC, 6-Robert Simonick, 7-Reddam Racing, LLC, 8-Gary & Mary West Stables Inc.

https://coolmore.com/farms/ireland/stallions/starspangledbanner
https://coolmore.com/farms/ireland/stallions/wootton-bassett
https://millridge.com/oscar-performance
https://lanesend.com/candyride
http://www.hillndalefarms.com/macleans-music/
https://claibornefarm.com/stallions/first-samurai/
http://www.taylormadestallions.com/horses/not-this-time-31064.html
https://www.winstarfarm.com/horses/constitution.html
https://lanesend.com/qualityroad
https://www.darbydan.com/horse/flameaway/
https://www.hillndalefarms.com/violence
https://coolmore.com/farms/america/stallions/mo-town
https://www.winstarfarm.com/horses/audible-42268.html


Sunday, Mountaineer Casino & Resort #8, post time: 8:15 p.m. EDT

WEST VIRGINIA DERBY-GIII, $500,000, 3yo, 1 1/8m

PP HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY WT

1 Baxley Klimt Carolyn Wilson Rivelli Barbaran 118

2 Dimatic Gun Runner Winchell Thoroughbreds LLC Asmussen Torres 118

3 Dragoon Guard Arrogate Juddmonte Farms, Inc. Cox Geroux 120

4 Next Level K Vino Rosso Don't Tell My Wife Stables Desormeaux Loveberry 118

5 Mugatu Blofeld Average Joe Racing Stables, Ltd. and Dan Wells Engler Allen, Jr. 118

6 Agate Road K Quality Road Repole Stable and St. Elias Stables LLC Pletcher McCarthy 118

7 McQueen K Gun Runner Glockenburg LLC Perez Oliveros 118

8 Society Man K Good Magic Reeves Tbred Racing, West Paces Racing LLC, Gargan Lanerie 120

GMP Stables LLC, Carl F. Pascarella & Yurie Pascarella

9 Henro K Collected JD Thoroughbreds LLC and Joey Keith Davis Hartman Bejarano 118

Breeders: 1-Hidden Point Farm, Inc., 2-Winchell Thoroughbreds LLC, 3-Juddmonte, 4-White Fox Farm, 5-JSM Equine, LLC, 6-CHC, Inc., 7-Gun Runner

Syndicate & RemingtonBreeding & Racing, 8-SF Bloodstock LLC, 9-Brereton C. Jones

https://september.keeneland.com/
http://www.keeneland.com/sales
https://lanesend.com/qualityroad
https://www.threechimneys.com/horse/gun-runner/
https://www.threechimneys.com/horse/gun-runner/
http://www.hillndalefarms.com/good-magic/
https://www.threechimneys.com/horse/gun-runner/
http://www.airdriestud.com/horse/collected/


Wednesday, Horseshoe Indianapolis, post time: 6:46 p.m. EDT

GOVERNOR'S H., $250,000, 3yo, 1m 70y

PP HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY WT

1 Takeitandrun Runhappy Russell McGovern McGovern Prescott 122

2 Dattts Life Shagaf Rancho Monarca, LLC Duran Parker 120

3 Commander Storm Storm's Eye Clabar Mor Stables & Haran Thoroughbreds Haran Burgos 122

4 Molly's Town Mo Town Southwest Racing Stables Inc. Garcia Pedroza, Jr. 124

5 Black White N Gold Oscar Performance Penny S. Lauer Lauer Morales 122

6 Unbridled Slope Slope Devarus Douglass Douglass De La Cruz 122

7 Kingsbury Road Unbridled Express Mast Thoroughbreds LLC Gorham Perez 120

8 Goodlookinjustice Street Boss Justice Farm West Bermudez 124

9 Unbridled Slew Unbridled Express Southwest Racing Stables and Lewis, Steve H. Garcia Sanjur 120

10 Leo Springs Unbridled Spring Haran Thoroughbreds, LLC Haran Anderson 120

11 Hoosier Daddy Now Charming Kitten Stuart G. Kendall Langemeier Hernandez, Jr. 124

12 Inveigled Enticed Mark B. Grier Cibelli Sanchez 120

13 Demolisher Dominus Kenneth E. Ayres Contreras Esquivel 120

14 Concentration Tamarkuz Penny S. Lauer Lauer Ashton 118

15 Se Valiente Ready's Image Liz Squyres Delacruz Mejia Bealmear 118

16 Medal of Valor Laoban L. T. B., Inc. and Hillerich Racing, Inc. Garcia Roman 118

Breeders: 1-James McIngvale, 2-Amber Rizzo, 3-John F. Haran & Mike Ryan, 4-Swifty Farms Inc., 5-Michael E. Lauer & Penny S. Lauer &Amerman Racing

LLC, 6-Jonas Schwartz, 7-Tommy Wente, 8-Justice Farm, Greg Justice, 9-Swifty Farms Inc., 10-Steven West & Sharon E. Baker, 11-Elizabeth Kuhn & Elise

Kendall, 12-St. Simon Place LLC, 13-Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Ayres, 14-Michael Lauer, Penny Lauer, Jack Danehy& Barry Ward, 15-Liz Squyres, 16-L.T .B. Inc &

Hillerich Racing Inc

Wednesday, Horseshoe Indianapolis, post time: 6:18 p.m. EDT

INDIANA FIRST LADY H., $200,000, 3yo, f, 1m 70y

PP HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY WT

1 Just Hangin On Alternation Lauer, Penny S. and Casey, Roger Lauer Bealmear 118

2 Pewter's Promise Mohaymen Lunsford, Bruce and Lauer, Penny S. Lauer Bermudez 118

3 Front Cover Dowsing (Jpn) Holden Racing LLP Holden Burgos 118

4 Three Coats Paynter Penny S. Lauer Lauer Morales 118

5 Touchdown Pass Pass Rush KP Thoroughbreds, LLC Elliott Correa 120

6 Lil Gin N Class Coal Front Kwiatkowski, Matt and Kaylor, Jason Eggleston Sanjur 124

7 Lilmorecraken McCraken Harpinator Rcng, Tampatoga Rcng & Wilkes, T Wilkes Landeros 118

8 Under the Palms Enticed Tilted Shamrock Stables, LLC McPeek Hernandez, Jr. 118

9 Best Cupcake Oscar Performance Lunsford, Bruce and Lauer, Penny S. Lauer Ashton 124

10 Kam's Rockin Gold Mohaymen Thompson, Tonya and Thompson, Erin Thompson Perez 118

11 Si Certo Mineshaft Burger Racing Stables, LLC Dobbs, Jr. Pedroza, Jr. 118

12 Noneofyourbusiness Cloud Computing Silva Racing LLC Silva Esquivel 122

13 Galoshes Get Stormy Penny S. Lauer Lauer Morales 118

14 Prettyontheprarie Dowsing (Jpn) Holden Racing LLP Holden Perez 118

Breeders: 1-Michael E. Lauer & Penny S. Lauer, 2-Michael E. Lauer & Penny S. Lauer, 3-Jay J. HoldenH & Arven P. Holden, 4-Michael E. Lauer & Penny S.

Lauer, 5-KP Thoroughbreds, LLC, 6-Nancy Winchel, 7-Harpinator Racing, LLC, 8-Justice Farm, Greg Justice, 9-Penny S. Lauer, Michael E. Lauer

&Amerman Racing LLC, 10-Randy Burkett, 11-Burger Racing Stables LLC, 12-Pine Tree Mares II, 13-Michael E. Lauer & Penny S. Lauer, 14-Arven P.

Holden & Jay J. Holden

https://millridge.com/oscar-performance
https://millridge.com/oscar-performance
https://lanesend.com/mineshaft
https://claibornefarm.com/stallions/runhappy/
https://coolmore.com/farms/america/stallions/mo-town
https://www.darleyamerica.com/stallions/our-stallions/enticed
https://www.darleyamerica.com/stallions/our-stallions/enticed


NY-Bred Munnings Filly Gets Going at Saratoga

Munnings is the sire of the debuting Grace and Grit 

Wednesday at Saratoga | Coolmore

Some of the most highly anticipated races during the summer

racing season are the 'baby' races during the boutique meetings

at Saratoga and Del Mar and at Ellis Park, which attract its fair

share of high-priced offspring from a variety of top national

outfits. Summer Breezes highlights debuting 2-year-olds at those

meetings that have been sourced at the breeze-up sales earlier in

the year, with links to their under-tack previews. Here are the

horses entered for Wednesday at Saratoga:

Wednesday, July 31, 2024

Saratoga 5, $90k, 2yo, f, (S), 1 1/16mT, 3:26 p.m. ET
Horse (Sire) Sale Price ($) Breeze

Grace and Grit (Munnings) OBSAPR 350,000 :10

C-Niall Brennan Stables, agent; B-J Kimmel, agt Nedlaw Stables

Playful Lass (Mitole) FTMMAY 80,000 :10 3/5

C-Best A Luck Farm LLC, agent; B-Michael Maker

Saratoga 6, $80k, 2yo, f, (R), 5 1/2fT, 4:00 p.m. ET
Graceful Warrior (Fog of War) OBSMAR 40,000 :10 1/5

C-Ricehorse Stable (Brandon & Ali Rice); 

B-Bridle Path Racing, Franklin Ave Equine, agent

Linda's Jewel (Flatter) OBSMAR 40,000 :10 1/5

C-A G Sales; B-Fernando Abreu

Mean Eileen (Twirling Candy)-AE OBSMAR 50,000 :10 3/5

C-Richardson Bloodstock; B-Joe Sharp, agent

Melle Mel (Liam's Map)-MTO FTMMAY 30,000 :10 3/5

C-Paul Sharp, agent; B-Flying P Stable

Miss Interpretation (Vino Rosso) FTMMAY 10,000 :10 4/5

C-Pick View LLC, agent; B-Will Sacco, agent/Elliott Mavorah

IN ORDER OF PURSE:

6th-Finger Lakes, $26,500, Alw, 7-30, (NW2L), 3yo/up, f/m, 6f,

1:12.42, sy, 1 length.

SWEET ANNIVERSARY (f, 3, Solomini--South Wing {MSP,

$203,432}, by Dixie Brass) romped home a 15 3/4-length

winner of her 5 1/2-furlong debut at this oval July 4. The 1-4

favorite chased the pace from third down the backstretch. She

rolled up five wide over the sloppy going as City Blocks (Enticed)

snuck through the wide open rail to take over at the top of the

lane. Sweet Anniversary collared that foe late and inched away

to win by one length. The winner is a half to Mr. Kringle (Shakin

It Up), GSP, $248,640. Sales history: $24,000 RNA Ylg '22

SARAUG; $20,000 Ylg '22 EASOCT. Click for the Equibase.com

chart.  Lifetime Record: 2-2-0-0, $35,460.

O-Michael R. Di Tomasso; B-Cheryl Prudhomme & Dr. Michael

Gallivan (NY); T-M. Anthony Ferraro.

http://www.obssales.com/
http://visitor.r20.constantcontact.com/d.jsp?llr=mbpl6nrab&p=oi&m=1118232230956&sit=x9urjx4ib&f=06beb848-3873-4bd0-98dc-a23642c7d372
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/summer-breezes-sponsored-by-obs-july-31-2024/
https://vinerysales.com/
https://obscatalog.com/2024/136/613.mp4?v=1720042271
https://youtu.be/RTH6lRnLL68
https://obscatalog.com/2024/135/287.mp4?v=1720042139
https://obscatalog.com/2024/135/21.mp4?v=1720042139
https://obscatalog.com/2024/135/200.mp4?v=1720042139
https://youtu.be/mTKs_ON87-0
https://youtu.be/zYzVD-iKPPg
http://www.equibase.com/premium/eqbPDFChartPlus.cfm?RACE=6&BorP=P&TID=FL&CTRY=USA&DT=07/30/2024&DAY=D&STYLE=EQB
http://www.equibase.com/premium/eqbPDFChartPlus.cfm?RACE=6&BorP=P&TID=FL&CTRY=USA&DT=07/30/2024&DAY=D&STYLE=EQB
https://lanesend.com/twirlingcandy
https://lanesend.com/liamsmap
https://coolmore.com/farms/america/stallions/munnings
https://coolmore.com/farms/america/stallions/munnings
https://coolmore.com/farms/america/stallions/munnings
https://www.darleyamerica.com/stallions/our-stallions/enticed
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Knightofcaravaggio | Coady Media

IN ORDER OF PURSE:

5th-Horseshoe Indianapolis, $32,000, Msw, 7-30, 2yo, f, 

7 1/2fT, 1:31.81, gd, 1 1/2 lengths.

KNIGHTOFCARAVAGGIO (f, 2, Caravaggio--Knightwithputnam,

by Unbridled's Song), the 5-2 favorite, took the lead into the

first turn and was in front despite racing greenly on the

backstretch as the quarter went up in :24.07. Clear through a

half in :49.14, the gray filly again raced awkwardly nearing the

stretch, but kicked away once straightened to graduate by 1 1/2

lengths. Poema (Kantharos) chased her home in second.

Knightwithputnam produced a filly by Vekoma in 2023 and a filly

by Yaupon this year. She was bred back to Vekoma. Click for the

Equibase.com chart. Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0, $19,200. 

O-James Paliafito, Katy Lee LLC & JoAnn Adams; B-Joann Adams

& Katy Lee, LLC (KY); T-Brad H. Cox. 

FIRST-CROP STARTERS TO WATCH: WEDNESDAY, JULY 31

2024 Stud Fees Listed 

Authentic (Into Mischief), Spendthrift Farm, $50,000

160 foals of racing age/2 winners/0 black-type winners

2-Horseshoe Indianapolis, 2:41 p.m. EDT, Msw 5fT,

Thehillonwoodside, 8-1

$70,000 KEE SEP yrl; $85,000 OBS APR 2yo

 

Caracaro (Uncle Mo), Crestwood Farm, $6,500

49 foals of racing age/3 winners/1 black-type winner

2-Horseshoe Indianapolis, 2:41 p.m. EDT, Msw 5fT, Perfect

Figure, 5-1

$85,000 KEE SEP yrl; $125,000 OBS MAR 2yo

 

Fog of War (War Front), Topaz Stud, private 

52 foals of racing age/0 winners/0 black-type winners

6-Saratoga, 4:00 p.m. EDT, Msw 5 1/2fT, Graceful Warrior, 9-2

$1,000 FTN MIX wnl; $40,000 OBS MAR 2yo

 

Honest Mischief (Into Mischief), Sequel New York

72 foals of racing age/0 winners/0 black-type winners

5-Saratoga, 3:26 p.m. EDT, Msw 1 1/16m, Serious Lady, 8-1

$55,000 FTN MIX wnl; $100,000 SAR AUG yrl

 

King for a Day (Uncle Mo), Irish Hill & Dutchess Views Stallions,

$5,000

43 foals of racing age/1 winner/0 black-type winners

5-Saratoga, 3:26 p.m. EDT, Msw 1 1/16m, Jackpot Julie, 12-1

 

Spun to Run (Hard Spun), Gainesway Farm, $10,000

91 foals of racing age/3 winners/0 black-type winners

6-Saratoga, 4:00 p.m. EDT, Msw 5 1/2fT, Divorced of Course, 5-1

$27,000 RNA KEE JAN wnl; $25,000 FTK OCT yrl

SECOND-CROP STARTERS TO WATCH: WEDNESDAY, JULY 31

2024 Stud Fees Listed Catalina Cruiser (Union Rags), Lane's End

Farm, $10,000

173 foals of racing age/40 winners/0 black-type winners

2-Horseshoe Indianapolis, 2:41 p.m. EDT, Msw 5fT, Shellacking,

8-1

 

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://legacybloodstockllc.com/
http://www.justicerealestate.com/
http://www.equibase.com/premium/eqbPDFChartPlus.cfm?RACE=5&BorP=P&TID=IND&CTRY=USA&DT=07/30/2024&DAY=D&STYLE=EQB
https://lanesend.com/catalina_cruiser
https://www.sequelnewyork.com/honest-mischief
https://gainesway.com/stallions/spun-to-run/
https://lanesend.com/unionrags
http://www.hillndalefarms.com/kantharos/
https://claibornefarm.com/stallions/warfront/
https://www.darleyamerica.com/stallions/our-stallions/hard-spun
https://coolmore.com/farms/america/stallions/uncle-mo
https://coolmore.com/farms/america/stallions/uncle-mo
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Charming Kitten (Kitten's Joy), Breakway Farm

26 foals of racing age/5 winners/0 black-type winners

10-Horseshoe Indianapolis, 6:46 p.m. EDT, $250K Governor's H.,

1m, Hoosier Daddy Now, 20-1

RNA IND MIX yrl

 

Coal Front (Stay Thirsty), Spendthrift Farm, $5,000

81 foals of racing age/21 winners/4 black-type winners

9-Horseshoe Indianapolis, 6:18 p.m. EDT, $200K Indiana First

Lady H., 1m, Lil Gin N Class, 5-1

 

Enticed (Medaglia d'Oro), Darley, $5,000

157 foals of racing age/42 winners/2 black-type winners

10-Horseshoe Indianapolis, 6:46 p.m. EDT, $250K Governor's H.,

1m, Inveigled, 7-5

$35,000 KEE SEP yrl; $52,000 OBS OPN 2yo

9-Horseshoe Indianapolis, 6:18 p.m. EDT, $200K Indiana First

Lady H., 1m, Under the Palms, 3-1

$105,000 FTK JUL yrl

 

Mitole (Eskendereya), Spendthrift Farm, $15,000

295 foals of racing age/74 winners/5 black-type winners

5-Saratoga, 3:26 p.m. EDT, Msw 1 1/16m, Playful Lass, 12-1

$45,000 KEE NOV wnl; $80,000 EAS MAY 2yo

 

Shagaf (Bernardini), Indiana Stallion Station

15 foals of racing age/6 winners/0 black-type winners

10-Horseshoe Indianapolis, 6:46 p.m. EDT, $250K Governor's H.,

1m, Dattts Life, 30-1

$4,500 KEE NOV wnl

 

Vino Rosso (Curlin), Spendthrift Farm, $20,000

310 foals of racing age/67 winners/4 black-type winners

6-Saratoga, 4:00 p.m. EDT, Msw 5 1/2fT, Miss Interpatation,

15-1

$10,000 EAS MAY 2yo

ALLOWANCE RESULTS:

12th-Prairie Meadows, $45,743, (S), 7-29, (NW1$X), 3yo/up, 6f,

1:09.57, ft, nose.

ANNUAL BUDGET (g, 4, Upstart--By n' by Lord, by Saint Liam)

Lifetime Record: 13-4-4-2, $139,053. O-Danny Stafford;

B-MAMAS Thoroughbreds, LLC (IA); T-Jon G. Arnett. *$15,500

Ylg '21 IOWOCT. 

4th-Horseshoe Indianapolis, $44,640, (NW2$X)/Opt. Clm

($40,000), 7-30, 3yo/up, 1m 70y, 1:40.98, ft, head.

RUN AWAY ROJO (g, 4, Run Away and Hide--Aunt Sherri {SP},

by Stephen Got Even) Lifetime Record: SP, 13-5-5-0, $240,510.

O-West Point Thoroughbreds & James Nichols; B-Sharon Dodgen

& Barak Farm (IN); T-Dallas Stewart. *$40,000 Ylg '21 FTKOCT;

$120,000 2yo '22 OBSAPR. 

9th-Horseshoe Indianapolis, $41,000, (S), 7-29, (NW1X),

3yo/up, f/m, 6f, 1:12.06, ft, 2 1/2 lengths.

C V SCENIC LEGACY (f, 4, Victor's Cry--Handfuls Baby Girl, by

Quite a Handful) Lifetime Record: 7-2-1-3, $67,720. O-Campos

Family Ventures LLC; B-Arven Palmer & Jay Jeffrey Holden (IN);

T-Agustin Gonzalez Jr.

8th-Thistledown, $31,400, 7-30, (NW4L), 3yo/up, 6f, 1:12.60,

my, 1 3/4 lengths.

BEN DIESEL (h, 5, Will Take Charge--Girls Secret, by Giant's

Causeway) Lifetime Record: GSP, 22-4-5-2, $349,371. O-Charlie

J. Williams LLC; B-Willis Horton Racing LLC (KY); T-Michael L.

Rone. *Full to Will's Secret, GSW & MGISP, $699,705.

6th-Louisiana Downs, $27,000, (S), (C)/Opt. Clm ($25,000),

7-29, 3yo/up, f/m, 1mT, 1:37.19, fm, 6 3/4 lengths.

NORAH G (f, 4, Fast Anna--Mr. G's Moonshine, by Malibu

Moon) Lifetime Record: MSW, 12-5-3-0, $241,836. O/B-Thomas

Galvin (LA); T-Patricia G. West. 

4th-Finger Lakes, $26,900, 7-30, (NW3L), 3yo/up, f/m, 1m 70y,

1:45.56, sy, 9 1/2 lengths.

LOVE MY CANDY (f, 4, Empire Maker--Maria's Candy, by Candy

Ride {Arg}) Lifetime Record: 19-3-5-4, $74,972. O-Langpap

Stables; B-Pine Ridge Stables LTD (NY); T-M. Anthony Ferraro.

*$45,000 RNA Ylg '21 KEESEP; $60,000 Ylg '21 FTKOCT; $80,000

2yo '22 EASMAY; $20,000 2yo '22 FTIDEC; $20,000 RNA 3yo '23

FTKHRA; $17,000 4yo '24 FTDMAY. 

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.justicerealestate.com/
https://lanesend.com/candyride
https://lanesend.com/candyride
https://www.darleyamerica.com/stallions/our-stallions/medaglia-doro
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http://www.airdriestud.com/horse/upstart/
http://www.hillndalefarms.com/curlin/
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7th-Finger Lakes, $26,400, 7-30, (C), 3yo/up, f/m, 6f, 1:12.32,

sy, 3 1/4 lengths.

HONEST BANKER (f, 4, Central Banker--True Charm, by

Langfuhr) Lifetime Record: 8-4-1-0, $97,975. O-Joseph & Anne

McMahon, Kyle & Richard Buchakjian & Erin Chaskey;

B-McMahon of Saratoga Thoroughbreds, LLC & Bart Forlano

(NY); T-Ralph D'Alessandro. 

6th-Fort Erie, C$20,736, 7-29, 3yo/up, f/m, 6 1/2f, 1:17.73, ft, 

4 1/2 lengths.

MOUNTAIN SOUND (f, 4, Souper Speedy--Yolie, by Menifee)

Lifetime Record: 13-4-1-2, $65,697. O-Denise Carpenter & John

Simms; B-Frank Di Giulio (ON); T-John Simms. 

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:

Triple Sweet, f, 2, Big Brown--Sundae's a Meese, by Artax.

   Finger Lakes, 7-30, 5f, 1:02.56. Lifetime Record: 3-1-0-1,

   $34,860. B-Irish Hill Century Farm (NY). *$9,000 Ylg '23

   OBSWIN. 

Betterlucknexttime, g, 2, Nonios--Nickel Candy, by Silver

   Deputy. Assiniboia Downs, 7-29, (S), 5f, 1:01.22. Lifetime

   Record: 1-1-0-0, $8,801. B-Larry Falloon & Denis Huberdeau

   (MB). *C$2,500 Ylg '23 CTHMAN. **1/2 to Manewal (City Zip),

   SP, $156,754. *1ST-TIME STARTER. 

Morningnoonandnite, f, 3, Free Drop Billy--Noon At Night, by

   Tenpins. Prairie Meadows, 7-29, (S), 6f, 1:11.23. Lifetime

   Record: 7-1-4-1, $66,699. B-Iowa State University (IA). *$8,000

   Ylg '22 IOWOCT. **1/2 to Molleck (Henny Hughes), SP,

   $222,565.

Glome, g, 4, Algorithms--Tesseract, by Pollard's Vision. Prairie

   Meadows, 7-29, (S), 1m 70y, 1:44.66. Lifetime Record:

   14-1-0-3, $32,270. B-Iowa State University (IA). *$20,000 Ylg

   '21 IOWOCT. **Full to Tracy Racy, SW, $179,623.

Algorithms, Glome, g, 4, o/o Tesseract, by Pollard's Vision.

MSW, 7-29, Prairie Meadows

Big Brown, Triple Sweet, f, 2, o/o Sundae's a Meese, by Artax.

MSW, 7-30, Finger Lakes

Caravaggio, Knightofcaravaggio, f, 2, o/o Knightwithputnam, by

Unbridled's Song. MSW, 7-30, Horseshoe Indianapolis

Central Banker, Honest Banker, f, 4, o/o True Charm, by

Langfuhr. ALW, 7-30, Finger Lakes

Empire Maker, Love My Candy, f, 4, o/o Maria's Candy, by

Candy Ride (Arg). ALW, 7-30, Finger Lakes

Fast Anna, Norah G, f, 4, o/o Mr. G's Moonshine, by Malibu

Moon. AOC, 7-29, Louisiana Downs

Free Drop Billy, Morningnoonandnite, f, 3, o/o Noon At Night,

by Tenpins. MSW, 7-29, Prairie Meadows

Nonios, Betterlucknexttime, g, 2, o/o Nickel Candy, by Silver

Deputy. MSW, 7-29, Assiniboia

Run Away and Hide, Run Away Rojo, g, 4, o/o Aunt Sherri, by

Stephen Got Even. AOC, 7-30, Horseshoe Indianapolis

Solomini, Sweet Anniversary, f, 3, o/o South Wing, by Dixie

Brass. ALW, 7-30, Finger Lakes

Souper Speedy, Mountain Sound, f, 4, o/o Yolie, by Menifee.

ALW, 7-29, Fort Erie

Upstart, Annual Budget, g, 4, o/o By n' by Lord, by Saint Liam.

ALW, 7-29, Prairie Meadows

Victor's Cry, C V Scenic Legacy, f, 4, o/o Handfuls Baby Girl, by

Quite a Handful. ALW, 7-29, Horseshoe Indianapolis

Will Take Charge, Ben Diesel, h, 5, o/o Girls Secret, by Giant's

Causeway. ALW, 7-30, Thistledown

@SGrimmTDN @SteveSherackTDN @JessMartiniTDN

@suefinley @CBossTDN @EquinealTDN

@HLAndersonTDN @garykingTDN @JillWilliamsTDN

@thorntontd @SarahKAndrew @QueenOfSuites

@campbellparlay
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IN TDN AMERICA TODAY
Q&A WITH CAROLINE HOWE OF THE HORSE WELFARE

COLLECTIVE 
T. D. Thornton speaks with Caroline Howe of the Horse Welfare

Collective.
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A full-sister to Alpinista--pictured after her Arc win--will sell during

Book 1 of the Tattersalls October Yearling Sale | Scoop Dyga

RAUSING TO OFFER FULL-
SISTER TO ALPINISTA AT

TATTERSALLS BOOK 1

   A full-sister to G1 Prix de l=Arc de Triomphe heroine Alpinista

(GB) (Frankel {GB}) will be offered by her breeder Kirsten

Rausing=s Staffordstown Stud during the first day of Book 1 of

the Tattersalls October Yearling Sale, the sales company

announced on Tuesday. Book 1 of the sale takes place from Oct.

8-10 in Newmarket.

   Kirsten Rausing said, ALanwades and Staffordstown are proud

to present world champion Alpinista=s own sister at Tattersalls

October Book 1. The filly, an exceptional individual whose

pedigree speaks for itself, represents the pinnacle of my over 50

years of breeding. As I retain her dam, own sister and two half -

sisters, I hope the filly will herself contribute to the fantastic,

continuing success of my 'AL family'."

   Foaled Feb. 11, the filly is out of the listed winner Alwilda (GB)

(Hernando {Fr}), making her a full to six-time Group 1 winner

Alpinista, and a half to the listed winner Alpenblume (GB)

(Kendargent {Fr}). The filly=s granddam is the champion and

Group 1 winner Albanova (GB) (Alzao), herself the dam of four

group/listed winners, one of which, All At Sea (GB) (Sea The

Stars {Ire}), foaled G1 St Leger winner Eldar Eldarov (GB)

(Dubawi {Ire}). The filly=s great granddam, Alouette (GB)

(Darshaan {GB}) was a stakes winner and third in the Moyglare

Stud Stakes. Cont. p3

"ELITE IRISH YEARLINGS" ON SHOW AS

GOFFS RELEASE ORBY BOOK 1 CATALOGUE
   The catalogue for the Goffs Orby Book 1 Sale is now available

and features some exceptionally-bred horses.  A total of 516 lots

will be offered on October 1 and 2, while all yearlings at Orby

Book 1 and Book 2 are eligible for the Goffs Two Million Series in

2025.

   Offering a guaranteed minimum prize fund of i2 million, the

Two Million Series will be headed once again by Europe's richest

two-year-old race, the seven-furlong Goffs Million worth i1

million with prize money to tenth place.

   In addition, the enhanced Goffs One Million Bonus Race Series

will see the number of Goffs i50,000 Bonuses for eligible Orby

graduates double to 20 in 2025 whilst, importantly, it will be

expanded to include two-year-old races in the UK as well as in

Ireland. Winners of the i50,000 Bonuses so far this year include

ante-post Derby favourite and >TDN Rising Star= The Lion In

Winter (Ire) (Sea The Stars {Ire}). Cont. p13

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/
https://www.tattersallsonline.com/enter-a-horse
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Wednesday, July 31, 2024

6 | AOMORI CITY TAKES VINTAGE

The latest stakes winner for Oasis Dream (GB) is Aomori City (Fr), who won the G2

Vintage Stakes at Goodwood on Wednesday.

8 | FULL-SISTER TO WICHITA A NEW RISING STAR

Bubbling (Ire) (No Nay Never) was named a 'TDN Rising Star' at Galway.

9 | BATTLE OF THE DUBAWIS IN SUSSEX

The G1 Qatar Sussex Stakes is now a battle between Henry Longfellow (Ire) and

Notable Speech (GB) with the defection of Rosallion (Ire) (Blue Point {Ire}).
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Kyprios (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) in the parade ring at Goodwood prior to thrashing his G1 Al

Shaqab Goodwood Cup foes by fourth lengths during the opening day of the Qatar

Goodwood Festival. See page 3 for more. | Emma Berry
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 Alpinista Full-Sister Cont. from p1

   She, too, was a Group 1 producer, with nine winners anchored

by the top-level winners Albanova and Alborada (GB) (Alzao).

This family=s touchstone is Alruccaba (Ire) (Crystal Palace {Fr}),

who had four winning fillies--Alouette, Last Second (Ire) (Alzao),

Jude (GB) (Darshaan {GB}) and Alleluia (GB) (Caerleon)--go on to

foal Classic or Group 1 winners 

   Tattersalls chairman Edmond Mahony added, AWe visited

Staffordstown earlier in the year and it was impossible not to be

impressed by Alpinista=s yearling sister. She is an exceptional

individual with a truly outstanding pedigree and a wonderful

tribute to her breeder Kirsten Rausing who has nurtured this

family for many generations producing champion after

champion. There cannot be a thoroughbred breeder anywhere

in the world who would not covet this particular yearling and we

are honoured to be offering her on behalf of Kirsten Rausing at

Book 1 of the 2024 Tattersalls October Yearling Sale."

>HE=S THAT MUCH BETTER THAN THE REST=:

MOORE STEERS KYPRIOS TO NEW TRACK

RECORD IN THE GOODWOOD CUP by Tom Frary

   All the drama involving Ballydoyle=s Kyprios (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}--

Polished Gem {Ire}, by Danehill) hopefully seems to be firmly in

the past as the monster stayer returned to the Sussex Downs for

a second G1 Al Shaqab Goodwood Cup, setting a new track

record to put the cherry on top. Sent up by Ryan Moore to keep

tabs on the cat-and-mouse leading duo from the outset, the 8-

13 favourite needed niggling at various stages to close the gap

but quickly responded each time and by the time he found

himself in front two out the contest was already decided.

   Sent clear from there, the Moyglare homebred continued at

his own high tempo to record a sixth victory at the highest level

in a time over six seconds below the standard, a remarkable feat

on the clock considering this great race=s honour roll. The John

and Thady Gosden-trained pair Sweet William (Ire) (Sea The

Stars {Ire}) and Gregory (GB) (Golden Horn {GB}) followed him

home, beaten four lengths and a head, respectively.

   AHe cruised it--with that turn of foot he has it=s over in the

blink of an eye and every race he seems to perform, so on we

go,@ part-owner Michael Tabor said. AHe has to be right up there

with the best we=ve had--he ranks very high.@

   Since his opening Group 1 salvo in the 2022 Gold Cup, Kyprios

has scaled the mountain and been deep in the valley and had his

life-threatening injury finished his career he would still be

remembered as one of his stable=s finest stayers having won

this, the Irish St Leger and the Prix du Cadran by a scarcely-

believable 20 lengths. Cont. p4
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Kyprios | Goodwood Racecourse

G1 Goodwood Cup Cont.

   His two comeback defeats last autumn could be excused and

after mastering Trawlerman (Ire) (Golden Horn {GB}) at Royal

Ascot was able to stamp his authority on this affair missing his

biggest rival.

   Marginally quicker than the

previous best time recorded in

this prestigious affair by the

giant Yeats (Ire), he has now

officially entered a sacred realm

in this category. AKyprios an

incredible horse,@ O=Brien said.

AAll the people around him,

credit to them. It is the team

that makes it happen. I am so

delighted for them. He=s a very

special horse. He has so much

class, really he=s going along in

second gear all the time.@

   AIt wasn=t easy for Ryan

because he nearly slipped on the

top bend and Ryan was always trying to gather him and help

him,@ he added. AAn incredible ride on an incredible horse--we

know he stays well but he has a lot of class. The Gold Cup is a

very important race for him every year and we will mind him for

that. We thought if he was okay today, we might bring him back

to an Irish St Leger again. If we got him through that, we=d have

him for next year.@

   AWe have to be respectful of

him and to him, because if you

saw where he came from, it=s

hard to believe that he is here

today,@ he continued. AHe did

find the undulations of the track

a little more challenging than he

did before, but I couldn=t say

enough great things about him.

People go through very tough

times in life and this horse is a

perfect example of the animal

side of that--we thought he

couldn=t come back but he did

come back. So genuine, he

wears his heart on his sleeve

every day.@

   O=Brien admitted to concerns beforehand. AHe sweated a lot

today and didn=t stop sweating, probably because it is so warm,

so we were a bit worried about that,@ he explained. Cont. p5

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://bit.ly/46k7pRq
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G1 Goodwood Cup Cont.

   O=Brien added, AHe was a little different to how he normally is,

so we were so relieved when it was over. He does have an eye

for a filly now, which is what you would expect at his age.

Between the heat and the fillies, everyone did well to get him

here today and for him to do what he did.@

   Moore added, AIt took a while to get there, but my horse

obviously stays well. It was very smooth and we=ve obviously

done the track record. The only thing that happened was that he

slipped on the top turn, then he was just on the back foot and

dropped away from the horse who was going to take me into

the race. He still got there with two to run going very easy and

he was a bit idle in front there, but it was a tremendous

performance.@

   AHe does save a little bit for himself, really, but when you get it

out of him, he=s got that speed there,@ he added. AHe is just very

high class. This fella is very, very good. He wouldn=t show you

how good he is, but he=s very good. I remember Aidan ringing

and telling me what happened to him at the end of his good

year. I never thought we would see him run again, so all credit

to everyone at Ballydoyle for a massive effort. It is fun to ride

him because you know he=s that much better than the rest.@

   John Gosden said of the second and third, AThey were two

solid runs behind a very good horse. Races like the Lonsdale Cup

at York and Doncaster Cup will be the direction we will go. I am

pleased with Gregory. He scoped perfectly going into Royal

Ascot, but not perfectly coming out of it. That can happen when

you have everything spot-on. Something can just come along. I

don=t know where Kyprios will go next. Irish St Leger? But we

won=t be afraid to take him on again. They all have off days, you

know.@

Pedigree Notes
   Kyprios is the last foal out of Moyglare=s remarkable

broodmare Polished Gem (Ire) (Danehill), whose 10 progeny

include an astounding eight black-type winners including

Galileo=s dual G1 Irish St Leger heroine Search For A Song (Ire),

High Chaparral >s G1 Prince of Wales=s Stales-winning sire Free

Eagle (Ire), the G2 British Champions Fillies & Mares S. winner

Sapphire (Ire) (Medicean {GB}) and multiple group scorer

Custom Cut (Ire) (Notnowcato {GB}).

   Polished Gem is a daughter of Affirmed=s G1 Irish 1000

Guineas heroine Trusted Partner and a full-sister to the GI

Matriarch S. heroine Dress To Thrill (Ire) related to the Group 1-

winning juveniles Thunder Moon (Ire) (Zoffany {Ire}) and Vert De

Grece (Ire) (Verglas {Ire}). As if all that wasn=t enough, the third

dam is the champion 2-year-old filly Talking Picture (Speak John)

who acts as ancestress to countless stakes winners including

Forgotten Rules (Ire) (Nayef) who was third in the Gold Cup.

Tuesday, Goodwood, Britain

AL SHAQAB GOODWOOD CUP-G1, ,500,000, Goodwood, 7-30,

3yo/up, 16fT, 3:21.53, gd.

1--KYPRIOS (IRE), 138, h, 6, by Galileo (Ire)

1st Dam: Polished Gem (Ire), by Danehill

2nd Dam: Trusted Partner, by Affirmed

3rd Dam: Talking Picture, by Speak John

   O-Moyglare/Magnier/Tabor/Smith/Westerberg; B-Moyglare

   Stud Farm Ltd (IRE); T-Aidan O=Brien; J-Ryan L. Moore.

   ,283,550. Lifetime Record: G1SW-Ire & Fr, 16-12-2-0,

   $2,383,247. *Full to Search For A Song (Ire), MG1SW-Ire, SW &

   GSP-Eng, G1SP-Fr, $1,086,486; 1/2 to Custom Cut (Ire)

   (Notnowcato {GB}), MGSW-Eng, MGSW-Ire, $951,925; 1/2 to

   Free Eagle (Ire) (High Chaparral {Ire}), G1SW-Eng, GSW &

   G1SP-Ire, $926,416; Full to Falcon Eight (Ire), GSW-Ire,

   SW-Eng, $394,361; 1/2 to Sapphire (Ire) (Medicean {GB}),

   GSW-Eng, MGSW & G1SP-Ire, $518,947; 1/2 to Valac (Ire)

   (Dark Angel {Ire}), GSW-Aus, $448,653; Full to Amma Grace

   (Ire), SW & GSP-Ire. Werk Nick Rating: A. Click for the 

   eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree, or the 

   free Equineline.com catalogue-style pedigree.

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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Taking in the sights of the Goodwood parade ring | Emma Berry

Aomori City | Getty Images

2--Sweet William (Ire), 138, g, 5, Sea The Stars (Ire)--Gale Force

   (GB), by Shirocco (Ger). O/B-Normandie Stud Ltd (IRE); T-John

   & Thady Gosden. ,107,500.

3--Gregory (GB), 138, c, 4, Golden Horn (GB)--Gretchen (GB), by

   Galileo (Ire). 1ST GROUP 1 BLACK TYPE. O-Wathnan Racing;

   B-Normandie Stud Ltd (GB); T-John & Thady Gosden. ,53,800.

Margins: 4, HD, 4 1/4. Odds: 0.62, 5.50, 14.00.

Also Ran: Trueshan (Fr), Al Qareem (Ire), Coltrane (Ire).

Scratched: Tashkhan (Ire).

AOMORI CITY POWERS TO VINTAGE STAKES

GLORY AT GOODWOOD
By Sean Cronin

   Godolphin=s i260,000 Arqana August graduate Aomori City

(Fr) (Oasis Dream {GB}--Setsuko {Fr}, by Shamardal), who came

back off a June 13 debut triumph at Nottingham with a third-

place finish in Newmarket=s July 11 G2 July Stakes, stepped

forward in impressive fashion to secure a stakes breakthrough in

Tuesday=s G2 HKJC World Pool Vintage Stakes at Glorious

Goodwood.

   The 2-1 favourite was slick from the gates and occupied a

forward position along the rail in third through halfway. Biding

his time in the straight, he was the last of seven to come off the

bridle inside the final quarter-mile and quickened stylishly once

seizing control with 150 yards remaining to easily hold the late

rattle of Wolf Of Badenoch (GB) (Pinatubo {Ire}) by 1 3/4

lengths. Aomori City becomes the second winner of the seven-

furlong contest for Charlie Appleby, whose first was 2019 hero

and the runner-up=s sire Pinatubo (Ire) (Shamardal).

   AWilliam [Buick] obviously decided to angle out just before the

cutaway and he was travelling well,@ said Appleby. AWhen

they=ve ran to that level over six, you are going to be confident

they are going to travel well and he did that. Once Will decided

it was time to give him a kick, he had plenty of horse under him.

On the evidence of what we saw in the July Stakes, we thought

coming into this race that stepping up to seven would suit, and

he cut it at a decent level there. We had toyed with the idea of

the [GI] Breeders= Cup Juvenile Turf for Aomori City over the

past couple of weeks, but Al Qudra went and won on Saturday

and he=s probably a horse we=ll pinpoint towards that race. It

doesn=t mean we can=t run two in it and we=ll keep all options

open for Aomori City. Today was a marked improvement on

what we saw before. He was neat and had to be brave there. He

got tightened up on the turns and that does no harm in

educating them towards the Breeders= Cup Juvenile Turf.

   Buick added, ABeing where we were was always the plan, but

we just had to tussle for our position at the top of the hill and

round the turn. It gave a bit of pressure, but he was very brave

and got stuck in. Aomori City is a pretty well-seasoned two-year-

old and knows his job, which is always a help round here, and I

was really pleased with his performance. He sort of does what

he has to in front, but I thought he won well and I think he=ll

improve.@

   Wolf Of Badenoch=s trainer Hugo Palmer said, AHe still looks

like a work in progress and I am absolutely delighted. He was the

first one off the bridle and ultimately the winner just got first

run on him. He is a horse with a really exciting future and he will

stay a mile this year. His dam stayed 14 furlongs and he might

get 10 furlongs next year. He has some nice entries, we put him

in the [G1 Vincent O=Brien] National Stakes in Ireland and we

will put him in the [G1] Prix Jean-Luc Lagardere as well now.@

Pedigree Notes
   Aomori City is the latest of two foals and one of two scorers

produced by an unraced half-sister to G3 Prix Noailles and G3

Prix Exbury victor Soleil Marin (Ire) (Kendargent {Fr}). Cont. p7
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Audience | Goodwood Racecourse

G2 Vintage Stakes Cont.

   The February-foaled dark bay=s second dam Sousmarine (Ire)

(Montjeu {Ire}) is a daughter of G2 Prix de Malleret runner-up

Underwater (Theatrical {Ire}) and thus a half-sister to G3 Prix de

Lutece third Investissement (GB) (Singspiel {Ire}), Listed Prix

Frederic de Lagrange runner-up No Joy (Kitten=s Joy) and to the

dam of Listed Prix Caravelle second City Girl (Fr) (City Light {Fr}).

Tuesday, Goodwood, Britain

HKJC WORLD POOL VINTAGE STAKES-G2, ,175,000,

Goodwood, 7-30, 2yo, 7fT, 1:25.13, gd.

1--AOMORI CITY (FR), 129, c, 2, by Oasis Dream (GB)

1st Dam: Setsuko (Fr), by Shamardal

2nd Dam: Sousmarine (Ire), by Montjeu (Ire)

3rd Dam: Underwater, by Theatrical (Ire)

   1ST BLACK-TYPE WIN; 1ST GROUP WIN. (i260,000 Ylg >23

   ARAUG). O-Godolphin; B-SCEA Haras de Saint Pair & SAS Ecurie

   Peregrine (FR); T-Charlie Appleby; J-William Buick. ,99,243.

   Lifetime Record: 3-2-0-1, $145,643. Werk Nick Rating: A+++

   *Triple Plus*. Click for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree,

   or the free Equineline.com catalogue-style pedigree.

2--Wolf Of Badenoch (GB), 129, c, 2, Pinatubo (Ire)--Miss Latin

   (Ire), by Galileo (Ire). 1ST BLACK TYPE; 1ST GROUP BLACK

   TYPE. O/B-Mrs Fitri Hay (GB); T-Hugo Palmer. ,37,625.

3--Cool Hoof Luke (GB), 129, c, 2, Advertise (GB)--Dutch

   Monument (GB), by Dutch Art (GB). 1ST BLACK TYPE; 1ST

   GROUP BLACK TYPE. (16,000gns Wlg >22 TADEWE; i20,000

   Ylg >23 TATIRY). O-John Wallinger & Partner; B-Tony Nerses

   (GB); T-Andrew Balding. ,18,830.

Margins: 1 3/4, 1HF, SHD. Odds: 3.00, 14.00, 3.00.

Also Ran: Tiger Mask (Ire), An Outlaw=s Grace (Ire), Electrolyte

(Ire), Arabian Sun (Ire). Scratched: The Parthenon (Ire).

AUDIENCE OUTCLASSES LENNOX RIVALS IN

STYLE AT GOODWOOD
By Sean Cronin

   Lumbered with a five-pound penalty for his G1 Lockinge Stakes

victory, Cheveley Park Stud=s 5-year-old gelding Audience (GB)

(Iffraaj {GB}--Ladyship {GB}, by Oasis Dream {GB}) was just too

good for his rivals and surged to an impressive four-length

triumph in Tuesday=s G2 HKJC World Pool Lennox Stakes at

Glorious Goodwood.

   The homebred bay, who finished last of six last year, was let go

at generous odds of 4-1 coming back off a fifth in Royal Ascot=s

G1 Queen Anne Stakes and stalked the pacesetting Art Power

(Ire) (Dark Angel {Ire}) in second through the early fractions of

this seven-furlong test. Looming large in the straight, he cruised

to the front on the bridle approaching the quarter-mile marker

and powered clear in style to easily defeat Art Power by

daylight. Marc Chan=s >TDN Rising Star= Kinross (GB) (Kingman

{GB}) failed in his quest to secure a record-breaking third

renewal, but posted the fastest closing sectionals to finish one

length further adrift in third.

   AIt is amazing, Audience has grown up and defied a five-pound

penalty,@ said John Gosden. AHe has matured a lot mentally and

had the hood off today. Rab [Havlin] really knows him, he rides

him most mornings and nearly takes him home with him.

Audience has always had the talent and [Cheveley Park Stud

owner] Mrs [Patricia] Thompson kindly let us keep him in

training as a lead horse to Inspiral, which he did in the Lockinge.

It was not a fluke when he won the Lockinge and the mile at

Ascot was too stiff last time. He will go to the [G2] City of York

Stakes now. He was second to Kinross in it last year and will go

there without a penalty, which helps. We have also put him in

the [G1] Prix de la Foret and last year=s good-to-firm ground

would be perfect, but we wouldn=t want traditional Parisienne

autumn ground. He has the speed for a race like the [GI]

Breeders= Cup Mile at Del Mar and he could be a horse for it.

Travelling would be no problem.@

   Cheveley Park Stud=s Chris Richardson continued, APlainly,

Audience didn=t quite stay the stiff mile at Ascot. I was thrilled

that Pat Thompson was there at Newbury when he won [the

Lockinge] and I=m sorry that they are not here today. Defying a

penalty has certainly given everyone plenty to think about. We

will probably go to York and then it=s all to play for. We=ll look at

all those races over his favoured seven furlongs. I think he=s

grown up, he continues to improve and taking the hood off

today made a big difference. That was very much Rab=s

suggestion and we have stuck with Rab the whole way through.@

Cont. p8

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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G2 Lennox Stakes Cont.

   Tim Easterby was delighted with the performance of Art

Power and said, AHe is a pony, but he has an unbelievable

temperament and tries like hell. We thought he=d run well and

we wanted to run him over a fast seven somewhere. It would

have been better if it had been softer, but he goes on any

ground.@

Pedigree Notes
   Audience is the fourth of eight foals and one of six winners

from as many runners produced by Listed City Plate victrix

Ladyship (GB) (Oasis Dream {GB}), herself a half-sister to Listed

Zawawi Cup runner-up Kinsman (GB) (Exceed And Excel {Aus})

out of G1 Sun Chariot Stakes and G1 Lockinge Stakes heroine

Peeress (GB) (Pivotal {GB}). He is full to a weanling filly and kin

to this term=s G3 Greenham Stakes winner Esquire (GB) (Harry

Angel {Ire}), G3 Dick Poole Fillies= Stakes winner Dark Lady (GB)

(Dark Angel {Ire}) and the unraced 2-year-old filly Kinswoman

(GB) (Mehmas {Ire}).

Tuesday, Goodwood, Britain

HKJC WORLD POOL LENNOX STAKES-G2, ,180,000, Goodwood,

7-30, 3yo/up, 7fT, 1:23.90, gd.

1--AUDIENCE (GB), 137, g, 5, by Iffraaj (GB)

1st Dam: Ladyship (GB) (SW-Eng), by Oasis Dream (GB)

2nd Dam: Peeress (GB), by Pivotal (GB)

3rd Dam: Noble One (GB), by Primo Dominie (GB)

   O/B-Cheveley Park Stud Ltd (GB); T-John & Thady Gosden;

   J-Robert Havlin. ,102,078. Lifetime Record: G1SW-Eng,

   15-5-4-3, $727,144. *1/2 to Esquire (GB) (Harry Angel {Ire}),

   GSW-Eng; and Dark Lady (GB) (Dark Angel {Ire}), GSW-Eng.

   Werk Nick Rating: A+++ *Triple Plus*.

   Click for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree, 

   or the free Equineline.com catalogue-style pedigree.

2--Art Power (Ire), 132, g, 7, Dark Angel (Ire)--Evening Time

   (Ire), by Keltos (Fr). (i110,000 Ylg >18 GOFOR). O-King Power

   Racing Co Ltd; B-Owenstown Bloodstock Ltd (IRE); T-Tim

   Easterby. ,38,700.

3--Kinross (GB), 132, g, 7, Kingman (GB)--Ceilidh House (GB), by

   Selkirk. TDN Rising Star. O-Marc Chan; B-Lawn Stud (GB);

   T-Ralph Beckett. ,19,368.

Margins: 4, 1, 2. Odds: 4.00, 16.00, 3.50.

Also Ran: English Oak (GB), Pogo (Ire), Tiber Flow (Ire), Chicago

Critic (GB), Noble Dynasty (GB).

SISTER TO WICHITA A NEW TDN RISING

STAR FOR BALLYDOYLE by Tom Frary

   The Galway Festival=s seven-furlong fillies= maiden on the

Tuesday card has proved a rich font of budding luminaries and

Ballydoyle=s Bubbling (Ire) (No Nay Never--Lumiere Noire {Fr},

by Dashing Blade {GB}) looked no exception as she became the

stable=s latest TDN Rising Star. Fourth behind the stable=s

subsequent G3 Silver Flash Stakes runner-up Exactly (Ire)

(Frankel {GB}) on debut at Leopardstown earlier this month, the

full-sister to the G1 2,000 Guineas runner-up Wichita (Ire)

travelled with ease under Wayne Lordan stalking the early pace.

   Sent forward to take control a furlong from home, the

320,000gns Tattersalls Book 1 graduate opened up to score by

five lengths from the Paddy Twomey-trained newcomer Lady

Mairen (Ire) (Dubawi {Ire}), with a neck further back to the

Andrew Slattery-trained Abazaami (GB) (Mohaather {GB}) in

third.

   Lordan was impressed by the winner, who becomes No Nay

Never=s 10th TDN Rising Star, with the likes of the stable=s Little

Big Bear (Ire), Ten Sovereigns (Ire) and Aesop=s Fables (Ire) the

best so far. AShe had a lovely run at Leopardstown, where she

was a little bit raw early and stayed on very well in a good

maiden and that experience stood to her,@ he said. AShe had a

look around when she got to the front and is a nice filly. She hit

the line well and these maidens always throw good horses.@

   This is the race that Aidan O=Brien won with the dual 1,000

Guineas heroine Hermosa (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) and which two

years ago was won by another subsequent Classic heroine in

Tahiyra (Ire) (Siyouni {Fr}). This year=s G1 Irish Oaks third Purple

Lily (Ire) (Calyx {GB}) also won it 12 months ago for the Twomey

stable. Others to take it en route to big things are Legatissimo

(Ire) (Danehill Dancer {Ire}), Sunspangled (Ire) (Caerleon)--Aidan

O=Brien=s first winner of it who went on to take the G1 Fillies=

Mile--and Dance Design (Ire) (Sadler=s Wells).

   AShe obviously had an eye-catching run the last day at

Leopardstown and the form has worked out well,@ stable

representative Chris Armstrong added. AShe made eye-catching

progress in the last half-furlong then and really hit the line hard.

She is a typical No Nay Never, has lots of natural pace, she really

quickened right to the line and Wayne gave her a lovely ride.

She really sprinted the last furlong and while she is still a bit

babyish, that trip is perfect for her.@

   AShe is bang in the mix for the [G2] Debutante Stakes now and

for all those good seven-furlong races. We had her brother

Wichita, but we ended up never seeing his full potential so this

is an exciting filly to have. When you look down through the roll

of honour at Galway, it is a good track for educating horses, you

need a proper one to win and Kyprios won here many years

ago.@ Cont. p9
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Bubbling | Racingfotos.com

>TDN Rising Star= Cont.

   The ill-fated Wichita was successful in the G2 Park Stakes and

G3 Tattersalls Somerville Stakes and was also third in the G1

Dewhurst Stakes and G1 St James=s Palace Stakes during his brief

but fruitful career. The listed-winning dam, who also has a

yearling filly by Starspangledbanner (Aus), is a half-sister to the

GI Manhattan Handicap winner Desert Blanc (GB) (Desert Style

{Ire}) from the family of the G2 Duke of

Cambridge Stakes runner-up Agincourt (Ire) (Declaration Of

War).

3rd-Galway, i20,000, Mdn, 7-30, 2yo, f, 7fT, 1:30.74, yl.

BUBBLING (IRE), f, 2, by No Nay Never

1st Dam: Lumiere Noire (Fr) (SW-Ger, $107,446), 

by Dashing Blade (GB)

2nd Dam: Lumiere Rouge (Fr), by Indian Ridge (Ire)

3rd Dam: Lumen Dei, by Raise A Native

(320,000gns Ylg >23 TATOCT). Lifetime Record: 2-1-0-0, $13,963.

Click for the free Equineline.com catalogue-style pedigree.

O-Michael Tabor & Derrick Smith & Mrs John Magnier; B-W

Maxwell Ervine (IRE); T-Aidan O=Brien.

SUSSEX BATTLE OF THE DUBAWIS AFTER

ROSALLION DEFECTION by Tom Frary

   After the withdrawal of leading 3-year-old miler Rosallion (Ire)

(Blue Point {Ire}), Wednesday=s G1 Qatar Sussex Stakes at

Goodwood has suddenly and drastically changed shape with the

race=s two main protagonists now fairly equally-rated sons of

Dubawi (Ire). If the 3-year-olds hold sway over their three older

rivals as the betting suggests in this GI Breeders= Cup Mile

qualifier, this will come down to a good old-fashioned

Coolmore-Godolphin face-off between Aidan O=Brien=s Henry

Longfellow (Ire) and Charlie Appleby=s Notable Speech (GB).

   Both TDN Rising Stars with contrasting profiles, they have

shown enough to suggest that last year=s runner-up Facteur

Cheval (Ire) (Ribchester {Ire}) will have his work cut out to give

away eight pounds weight-for-age. Cont. p10
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Henry Longfellow | Getty Images

Facteur Cheval | Dubai Racing Club

Wednesday Preview Cont.

   While Henry Longfellow was winning the G2 Futurity Stakes

and G1 Vincent O=Brien National Stakes at two, Notable Speech

had yet to see a racecourse but after some impressive

performances on Kempton=s Polytrack during the winter and

spring Godolphin=s homebred surged to prominence with a win

on his sensational turf debut in Newmarket=s G1 2,000 Guineas.

   Denied the chance to contest the Guineas due to the

overwhelming presence of stablemate City Of Troy (Justify),

Henry Longfellow was instead sent to ParisLongchamp and

suffered a cramped experience stuck in a pocket for the majority

of the G1 Poule d=Essai des Poulains. Their paths met in the G1

St James=s Palace Stakes and this time the Ballydoyle colt had

ample space to express himself only to be run down by the

emphatic and brilliant winner Rosallion.

   Notable Speech was only seventh at Royal Ascot, where the

soft early pace led to his undoing. Whereas at Newmarket he

was able to benefit from the strong fractions and close past a

Rosallion who had already used up his unrivalled acceleration,

Ascot was the other side of the coin and his prospects here will

probably depend on how quick the tempo is in the early stages.

What we did discover there was the fact that Henry Longfellow

is a quick animal, with his closing two furlongs of :23.24 only just

outside that recorded at the meeting by Baaeed (GB) (Sea The

Stars {Ire}) in the Queen Anne two years earlier.

   If Henry Longfellow is allowed his own way up front, it could

spell doom for the remainder and Ryan Moore will know exactly

when to press the button so it could be that William Buick has

no option other than to go forward on his chief rival to avoid the

tactical compromise he suffered at Ascot.

   Aidan O=Brien is in confident mood. AWe always thought he

was a special horse and we were over the moon with his run at

Royal Ascot,@ he said. AIf we=d got a clearer run in France, we

would have known more going into Ascot so we went there just

learning about him. There=s every chance he=ll progress. We

think, as he=s only really had the one proper run this season,

that there is more to come.@

   According to Appleby, the one thing that is in no doubt

heading to this important clash is Notable Speech=s wellbeing. AI

think he looks a million dollars and I will be disappointed if you

don=t like the way he looks on Wednesday,@ he said. ANothing

came out in the wash after Ascot, the vet did all the checks and

nothing came of it. It was one of those strange races to watch to

be fair and the way the race was run, it was always going to be

very hard from where we were. You can spot horses lengths in

maidens and handicaps, but you can=t spot Group 1 horses

lengths round Ascot at that level and we were always having to

chase.@

   AWe gave him a bit of a break and from there on he hasn=t

missed a beat,@ he added. AI couldn=t have faulted him the way

he went into Ascot, but his work has been very good at home

again and he is showing all the right signs. He=s showing the

signs of what we see on the racetrack--his speed, he=s got an

electric turn of foot and he=s been showing us that over the last

few weeks. I=m looking forward to it.@

How Much of a Facteur is the Cheval?
   Team Valor International and Gary Barber=s Facteur Cheval

(Ire) (Ribchester {Ire}) caught a few by surprise with his notable

effort behind Paddington (GB) (Siyouni {Fr}) in this on heavy

ground 12 months ago, but had firmly established himself as a

genuine top-flight runner by the time he was winning the G1

Dubai Turf in March. Paying the price for chasing his over-

exuberant compatriot Big Rock (Fr) (Rock Of Gibraltar {Ire}) up

the centre of the track in Royal Ascot=s G1 Queen Anne Stakes,

he should be a different proposition back here but has crack 3-

year-olds to tackle once again. Cont. p11
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Celandine | Scoop Dyga

Wednesday Preview Cont.

   On the comeback trail when third in the Queen Anne, Sheikh

Ahmed Al Maktoum=s talented Maljoom (Ire) (Caravaggio)

should already be a Group 1 winner having endured ill fortune in

the 2022 G1 St James=s Palace Stakes. Despite that, he would be

readily discounted here were it not for the fact that William

Haggas is prepared to try him against the best and has fitted

blinkers for the first time.

   AWe are putting a pair of half-cup blinkers on him. He worked

in them last week and he impressed me,@ Haggas explained.

AThey are not there to frighten him, but they will help his

concentration. He=s going to find it tough against the

three-year-olds, but he=s getting his confidence back and he=s in

really good shape. I hope the ground continues to dry out, as the

faster the better for him. I think he=ll be competitive.@

More Goodwood Delight...
   Also at Goodwood on Wednesday are two Group 3 contests in

the Molecomb Stakes for 2-year-olds over five furlongs and the

Oak Tree Stakes for fillies and mares over seven. The Molecomb

sees Wathnan Racing=s Listed Dragon Stakes winner Aesterius

(Ire) (Mehmas {Ire}) take on Rockcliffe Stud=s Listed Empress

Stakes winner and G2 Prix Robert Papin third Celandine (GB)

(Kingman {GB}), with Victorious Racing=s impressive course-and-

distance winner Soldier=s Heart (GB) (Havana Grey {GB}) an

intriguing candidate as the 425,000gns top-priced colt at

Tattersalls October Book 2.

   Wathnan=s European racing adviser Richard Brown said of

Aesterius, AWe were delighted with him at Sandown and I think

he has plenty of speed, so we=re sticking at five furlongs. It=s a

big field, so we=re going to need some luck, but he=s a

straightforward horse with a great temperament--he has a very

relaxed demeanour which will stand him in good stead.@

   Trainer Ed Walker said of Celandine, AShe=s in flying form and

is taking her racing unbelievably well. She seems to be getting

bigger and better and stronger with it. She=s been busy, but she

looks a proper two-year-old and I think coming back in trip will

be a benefit.@

   In the Oak Tree, Sheikh Ahmed Al Maktoum=s G1 Falmouth

Stakes runner-up Jabaara (Ire) (Exceed And Excel {Aus}) joins

battle with Sangster and Babington=s G1 Poule d=Essai des

Pouliches runner-up Kathmandu (Ire) (Showcasing {GB}), with

the lurker perhaps being Valmont=s Stop The Cavalry (GB) (Lope

De Vega {Ire}). She impressed when making a successful winning

return in a Chester earlier this month and it is interesting that

Ralph Beckett is prepared to take this leap with her.

   Trainer Roger Varian said of Jabaara, AShe=s in good form and I

think she will like the test of the Oak Tree. She is drawn a bit

wide, which is a slight negative, but I think she is in good

condition and she=s in good order, so hopefully she will put in

another strong performance.@

TEN DECLARED FOR THURSDAY=S NASSAU,

OPERA SINGER AND EMILY UPJOHN TO

FACE OFF IN CLASH OF THE GENERATIONS
By Sean Cronin

   Coolmore and Westerberg=s G1 Irish 1000 Guineas and G1

Coronation S. placegetter Opera Singer (Justify) and

supplementary entry Emily Upjohn (GB) (Sea The Stars {Ire}) are

the leading lights left after 10 of 12 overnight nominees stood

their ground for Thursday=s G1 Qatar Nassau Stakes. Opera

Singer, last term=s impressive G1 Prix Marcel Boussac winner, is

on course to make her first start beyond the one-mile distance

while it will be dual Group 1 winner Emily Upjohn=s first visit to

the Sussex Downs venue. The latter=s Team Gosden stablemate

Inspiral (GB) (Frankel {GB}) and Zinlo Syndicate=s >TDN Rising

Star= Purple Lily (Ire) (Calyx {GB}) were the only absentees at

Tuesday morning=s declaration stage.

   Thursday=s ,665,000 renewal of the near 10-furlong contest

also marks the first appearance of G1 Prix de Diane heroine

Sparkling Plenty (Fr) (Kingman {GB}) since she caused a stir at

last month=s Goffs London sale. Al Shaqab Racing parted with

,5-million for 50% of the 3-year-old distaffer in the immediate

aftermath of a staggering ,8.1-million final bid at the Kensington

Palace Gardens fixture. Al Shaqab also stumped up the ,40,000

fee to add Ralph Beckett trainee Doha (GB) (Sea The Stars {Ire}),

a stakes-placed daughter of dual Arc heroine heroine Treve (Fr)

(Motivator {GB}), before last Friday=s supplementary deadline

and she will likely be utilised as a pace regulator for Sparkling

Plenty. Beckett also has G2 Lancashire Oaks third Lady Boba

(GB) (Lope De Vega {Ire}) engaged. Cont. p12
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Sparkling Plenty, one of 10 declarations for Thursday's G1 Nassau

Stakes | Scoop Dyga

G1 Nassau Stakes Draw Cont.

   Sheikh Ahmed Al Maktoum=s G1 1000 Guineas heroine

Elmalka (GB) (Kingman {GB}) finished two places behind Opera

Singer when fourth in Royal Ascot=s G1 Coronation Stakes last

month and, like that reopposing rival, will go beyond the one-

mile trip for the first time. Coronation Stakes fifth See The Fire

(GB) (Sea The Stars {Ire}), the third representative of her sire,

returns off a fourth behind City of Troy (Justify) in this month=s

G1 Eclipse Stakes at Sandown. The field is completed by Michael

O=Flynn=s Lumiere Rock (Ire) (Saxon Warrior {Jpn}), Omar

Jackson=s Novus (Ire) (Dandy Man {Ire}) and Hughie Morrison

trainee Stay Alert (GB) (Fastnet Rock {Ire}).

THE OLYMPIC GAMES SEND WARNING TO

HORSE RACING
   Scandals involving top equestrians have ignited fierce debates

about animal welfare at the Olympics. As comparisons to horse

racing's more controversial practices emerge, TTR AusNZ's Vicky

Leonard discusses how all equestrian sports face mounting

pressure to address these issues head-on, requiring strong

leadership to ensure robust practices that can uphold public

acceptance.

   It=s the grand stage of the Olympics, where the thunderous

applause for our elite equine athletes should be deafening, but

instead, it's muffled by controversy.

   The recent removal of revered British dressage rider Charlotte

Dujardin from the Olympics after a leaked video of aggressive

whip use during a coaching session years ago has sparked fierce

debate. As if that wasn=t enough drama, the FEI=s retroactive

yellow card to Brazilian eventer Carlos Parro for training

misconduct--prompted only by PETA=s intervention--adds more

fuel to the fire. And let=s not even start on the social media

comments.

   Here=s the scary part: a portion of the equestrian community

still thinks the villain is the person who leaked the Dujardin

video.

   It=s no secret, animal sports are teetering on the edge of a

precipice. Instead of the Olympics showcasing the glory of

equine athletes, the FEI is grappling with public backlash.

   The real issue isn=t the exposure of these problems but the

neglect of welfare considerations in the first place. To state the

obvious, if the incident never happened, there=d be no video to

leak.

   And these incidents are blaring alarms for all equestrian

sports.

Addressing The Real Issue
   Blaming extremists and whistle-blowers (no matter their

questionable motive) for the added scrutiny is like exclusively

blaming the iceberg for Titanic passengers dying. Sure, the

iceberg was the direct hit, but if the captain did his job properly,

the iceberg would have been avoided. If the ship had been built

with balanced consideration of the risks posed, it would never

have sunk after hitting the iceberg. Even having enough

lifeboats on board would have helped save passengers.

   A strong sport that can withstand challenges has strong

leadership looking out for vulnerabilities. It=s built with solid

welfare rules and regulations, rigorously enforced to withstand

the scrutiny of the everyday Australian who simply wants to be

comfortable knowing the sport has the best interest of the horse

in mind. And just as lifeboats could have saved lives on the

Titanic, transparency and accurate data can safeguard our sport.

It allows us to educate the public and proudly defend our

practices from a position of strength when misinformation

arises.

   But ignoring genuine problems won=t make them disappear;

they=ll pop up when we=re most vulnerable, often with more

significant consequences.

What=s Horse Racing=s "Iceberg"?
   We probably have a few icebergsCpractices that simply can=t

withstand the scrutiny of the everyday Australian.

   Take the whip, for instance, as the tip of the iceberg where

meaningful conversation needs to start. Imagine hitting a dog in

a park with a padded whip (or even a pool noodle)Cthe outrage

from any witness would be immediate and justified. Yet, we

defend whip use in horse racing. Cont. p13
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Charlotte Dujardin | Getty Images

Henry Beeby | Goffs

Op/Ed Cont.

   Yes, the whip is padded. Yes, jockey use is tightly regulated.

And while there=s no conclusive scientific evidence that the whip

is a welfare issue, try explaining that to 27 million Australians

who would banish you to Siberia if they saw you hit your dog

with one.

   There=s no doubt the whip should be carried for safety

reasons, but justifying its persistent use to the public presents

more than a mere education gapCit=s a deep values chasm; a

fundamental disconnect between our sport's practices and the

expectations of everyday Australians. Addressing this issue isn't

about conceding one point that triggers a slippery slope to our

final demise, but about aligning our values with the public's

ethical standards so we can survive and thrive.

   Another key vulnerability is the lack of transparency around

welfare and aftercare investment. Trying to address any public

perception challenge without accurate information is like trying

to save passengers with not enough lifeboats. We are working

our hardest to counter misinformation with Kick Up, yet in New

South Wales we don=t even have clarity on very basic

information such as Equine Welfare Fund spending, or how

many horses are rehomed each year.

   As the Olympics incidents show, and ongoing public scrutiny

around horse racing continues to grow, the common person

won=t accept anything less than an unwavering commitment to

equine welfare B before, during and after their sporting careers.

   But without our captains acknowledging the icebergs and

reorienting the ship, equestrian sports are only going to become

increasingly vulnerable.

   It=s time to demand our leaders navigate these treacherous

waters head-on and ensure a future where our equine sports

are celebrated.

Goffs Orby Catalogue Part 1 Cont. from p1

   Dubawi (Ire), Frankel (GB), Kingman (GB), Lope De Vega (Ire),

Sea The Stars, Siyouni (Fr), and Wootton Bassett (GB) head an

Orby Book 1 sire profile to rival any major international sale,

while siblings to a host of Group 1 winners as well as Group 1

dams can be found throughout.  

   Commenting on publication of the catalogue, Goffs group chief

executive Henry Beeby said, "Irish thoroughbreds are celebrated

worldwide and our aim throughout the Orby inspections was to

work with leading breeders to hand pick a more concise

selection of elite Irish yearlings for Ireland's National Yearling

Sales.  We are thrilled to now present a Book 1 catalogue of

significantly stronger quality to meet the ever-increasing global

demand at Orby and are extremely grateful to our vendors for

sending a greater share of their best to Goffs."

   He added, "Unique to Orby, all yearlings in Book 1 and Book 2

are eligible for the Goffs Two Million Series in 2025 featuring

Europe's richest two-year-old race and the Goffs One Million

Bonus Series. As the concept evolves we are doubling the

number of i50,000 Bonus prizes as well as expanding them to

the UK to appeal to the large numbers of British owners and

trainers who flock to Orby.  The bonuses have really caught the

imagination, as we have presented i50,000 cheques to

connections of a number of exciting juveniles this season with

more to come, and so we are delighted to create even more

chances for Orby buyers to win in 2025." Cont. p14
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Rosallion | Horsephotos

Simon Kerins | Tattersalls Ireland

Goffs Orby Cont.

   The catalogue for Orby Book 2 which takes place from 3 - 4

October will be published this week.

ROSALLION TO MISS SUSSEX STAKES DUE

TO RESPIRATORY INFECTION
   Star miler Rosallion (Ire) (Blue Point {Ire}) will miss the Qatar

Sussex Stakes at Goodwood on Wednesday due to a respiratory

infection.

   Runner-up to Notable Speech (GB) (Dubawi {Ire}) in the 2,000

Guineas on his three-year-old debut, Rosallion went one better

in the Irish edition before turning the tables on his Newmarket

conqueror when landing the St James's Palace Stakes at Royal

Ascot.

   Richard Hannon's colt was again set to clash with Notable

Speech, who disappointed at the royal meeting, and the St

James's Palace runner-up Henry Longfellow (Ire) (Dubawi {Ire})

in the Group 1 feature on day two of the Qatar Goodwood

Festival.

  However, he was officially declared a non-runner shortly after

11am on Tuesday, with a respiratory infection put forward as

the reason for his defection.

   Hannon said, "We are very disappointed to release the news

that Rosallion will be a non-runner in the Sussex Stakes

tomorrow at Goodwood. He has got a slight respiratory

infection, and just isn't his usual self at home.

   "It has not been a difficult decision to make, considering how

incredible he has been for the whole yard and how much he

means to the team and to his owner. We have to put his welfare

at the very top of our priorities.

   "He will miss this one, but there is still a big chunk of the

season to come, where he will be able to be the horse we all

know and love."

TATTERSALLS IRELAND RELEASES

SEPTEMBER YEARLING SALE CATALOGUE

   Tattersalls Ireland released its catalogue for the September

Yearling Sale, which features 555 lots and takes place on

Tuesday 24 and Wednesday 25 September, with Part II taking

place on Thursday 26 September where 275 yearlings are

catalogued.

   The i250,000 Tattersalls Ireland Super Auction Sales Stakes

has long been a feature of the sale, and will offer the

connections of two-year-olds catalogued in the September

Yearling Sale, the opportunity to compete at the 2025 Irish

Champions Festival, with prize-money being offered to 10th

place. 

   The vendor of the winning horse in the Tattersalls Ireland

Super Auction Sales Stakes will receive an Overlander Two-Box

for one year and will be presented with the vehicle at the

Curragh.

   Commenting on the release of the September Yearling Sale

catalogue, CEO Simon Kerins said, "Due to the outstanding

success of last year's sale, which was the standout sale of 2023,

the profile of the September Yearling Sale is improving year on

year. This year, we experienced unprecedented demand from

vendors, which is extremely encouraging as it shows that they

are choosing the September Yearling Sale over alternative sales.

Their decision has allowed us to formulate a strong catalogue

full of quality, giving purchasers the confidence that this is the

strongest catalogue we have ever produced for this sale.@

Cont. p15
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Procter sustained her injury at Cartmel | Racingfotos.com

September Yearling Sale Catalogue Cont.

   He added, "The September Yearling Sale has produced

two-year-old winners week after week through the season,

while graduates such as Purple Lily (Ire), A Lilac Rolla (Ire),

Ponntos (Ire), American Sonja (GB), Folgaria (Ire), and Sea The

Boss (GB) have been flying the flag with stakes success.

   "We are appreciative of the continued work being done by

Irish Thoroughbred Marketing to increase the appeal of the sale.

We look forward to welcoming clients from all over the world

back to Tattersalls Ireland from 24 to 26 September."

   The catalogue will be available from Tattersalls Ireland and

Tattersalls Ireland representatives from the end of next week.

QATAR GOODWOOD FESTIVAL TO BE

SHOWN BY A RECORD 32 BROADCASTERS
   A total of 180 countries will be able to view the Qatar

Goodwood Festival, which runs from Tuesday through Saturday,

the racecourse announced on Tuesday.

   The festival, which features three Group 1 races, will be

available to an expanded audience through the efforts of the

Racecourse Media Group (RMG), the HBA Media (HBA) and

Goodwood Racecourse. For the first time ESPN/Disney+ and

SuperoSport will show the full festival for the first time, while

first-time broadcasters include Racing.com (Australia) Sportsnet

(Canada), Transvision (Indonesia), NTV (Mongolia) and

Eurovision (Europe). Audiences in UK and Ireland will be served

by ITV, Virgin Media, Racing TV, while the Far East will enjoy

coverage via Green Channel (Japan) and HKJC, Cable TV, TVB

and Now TV (Hong Kong). Broadcast crews from Fanduel (US),

Sky Racing (Australia), HKJC (Hong Kong) and Al Kass (Qatar) will

be on course to bring live coverage from the Sussex Downs.

   Clerk of the Course and Director of international racing at

Goodwood Racecourse, Ed Arkell, said, "The Qatar Goodwood

Festival is now firmly embedded as one of the major events on

the international racing calendar--and global TV exposure is

pivotal to this. We are delighted for the record exposure

garnered by RMG and HBA Media and that more countries than

ever before will be able to see what is sure to be a terrific week

of racing.@

ALICE PROCTER LEAVES INTENSIVE CARE,

BUT FACES A >LONG JOURNEY=
   Amateur jockey Alice Procter, who injured her spinal cord in a

Cartmel fall earlier this month, has left intensive care, the

Injured Jockeys= Fund (IJF) announced on Wednesday.

   The 21-year-old was riding Uggy Uggy Uggy (GB) (Saddler=s

Rock {Ire}) for trainer Keiran Burke in a female riders= handicap

hurdle on July 20 when the fall occurred, and has since

undergone surgery. 

   The IJF said in a statement on Tuesday, AAmateur jockey Alice

Procter has now left Intensive Care at the Royal Preston

Hospital.

   AAs a consequence of her fall, she sustained an injury to the

spinal cord in the thoracic region which is affecting the lower

half of her body. This will require further careful evaluation to

guide future treatment and rehabilitation.

   AAlice is extremely grateful for the skill and care of the hospital

medical team and for the messages of support from her friends

and colleagues across the industry.@

   A GoFundMe page was been set up for Procter with an initial

goal of ,5,000 by trainer Keiran Burke=s staff. It has currently

received ,15,899.

   Burke said, ATo have already raised so much money once again

highlights how brilliant the racing community is in times such as

this.

   AIt really does highlight that in circumstances such as this,

racing rallies together brilliantly.@

   A statement posted by Alice Gregory on the page reads,

AWhile Alice excels in the saddle and was injured doing

something that she loves best, she is also an integral member of

Burke=s Whitcombe Stables team in Dorset where not only does

she ride out and provide brilliant care for the horses, but is

invaluable in the office making entries and socialising with

owners.

   AAlice faces a long journey in so many ways, but the purpose of

this GoFundMe page is to make that journey just that little bit

easier, allaying some financial worries that she doesn=t deserve

to endure and meaning that if there is something that she needs

to purchase urgently, she has the means to do so.@
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FIRST-SEASON SIRES
WITH RUNNERS 

Yafta has a pair of runners on Wednesday | Haras de la Haie Neuve

Wednesday, July 31, 2024:

UNITED KINGDOM

Earthlight (Ire) (Shamardal), Kildangan Stud

112 foals of racing age/7 winners/1 black-type winner

15:00-GOODWOOD, 100K The Jaeger-Lecoultre Molecomb

Stakes (Class 1) (Group 3) 5f, Mr Lightside (Ire)

,45,000 Goffs UK 2yo Breeze Up Sale 2024

16:45-GOODWOOD, 5f, Xanthe (Ire)

i75,000 Tattersalls Ireland September Yearling 2023

19:05-LEICESTER, 5f, Tees Aggregates (Ire)

,25,000 Goffs UK Premier Yearling Sale 2023; ,20,000 Goffs UK

2yo Breeze Up Sale 2024

Far Above (Ire) (Farhh {GB}), Starfield Stud

83 foals of racing age/5 winners/0 black-type winners

15:00-GOODWOOD, 100K The Jaeger-Lecoultre Molecomb

Stakes (Class 1) (Group 3) 5f, Rock N Roll Rocket (Ire)

,11,000 RNA Goffs UK Premier Yearling Sale 2023; ,125,000

Goffs London Sale 2024

 

Ghaiyyath (Ire) (Dubawi {Ire}), Kildangan Stud

101 foals of racing age/0 winners/0 black-type winners

18:55-SANDOWN PARK, 7f, Valiant Knight (GB)

65,000gns Tattersalls October Yearling Sale (Book 2) 2023

 

Golden Horde (Ire) (Lethal Force {Ire}), Haras de Montfort et

Preaux

42 foals of racing age/1 winner/0 black-type winners

14:05-REDCAR, 6f, Gold Black (Fr)

i65,000 Arqana Deauville Yearling Sale V2 2023

 

Mohaather (GB) (Showcasing {GB}), Beech House Stud

96 foals of racing age/4 winners/1 black-type winner

15:00-GOODWOOD, 100K The Jaeger-Lecoultre Molecomb

Stakes (Class 1) (Group 3) 5f, Big Mojo (Ire)

175,000gns Tattersalls December Yearling Sale 2023

 

Pinatubo (Ire) (Shamardal), Dalham Hall Stud

109 foals of racing age/6 winners/0 black-type winners

14:05-REDCAR, 6f, Diablo Rojo (Ire)

325,000gns Tattersalls October Yearling Sale (Book 2) 2023

 

Sands of Mali (Fr) (Panis), Ballyhane Stud

98 foals of racing age/8 winners/1 black-type winner

15:00-GOODWOOD, 100K The Jaeger-Lecoultre Molecomb

Stakes (Class 1) (Group 3) 5f, Sands of Marra (Ire)

i20,000 Tattersalls Ireland September Yearling 2023; ,46,000

Goffs UK 2yo Breeze Up Sale 2024; 58,000gns RNA Tattersalls

July Sale 2024

 

FRANCE

Chachnak (Fr) (Kingman {GB}), Haras de la Gastine

26 foals of racing age/1 winner/0 black-type winners

3-VICHY, 1600m, Shooting (Fr)

 

Elarqam (GB) (Frankel {GB}), Izmit Stallion Station

32 foals of racing age/2 winners/0 black-type winners

3-VICHY, 1600m, Vharqam (Fr)

i16,000 Arqana Deauville October Yearlings 2023

 

Hello Youmzain (Fr) (Kodiac {GB}), Haras d'Etreham

110 foals of racing age/8 winners/0 black-type winners

1-VICHY, 1600m, Calla Fonda (GB)

i30,000 RNA Arqana Deauville October Yearlings 2023

 

Yafta (GB) (Dark Angel {Ire}), Haras de la Haie Neuve

26 foals of racing age/2 winners/0 black-type winners

1-VICHY, 1600m, Marvelous by Night (Fr)

i11,000 Arqana December Breeding Stock Sale 2022

3-CLAIREFONTAINE, 1600m, Spanish Rose (Fr)

i10,000 RNA Osarus September Yearling Sale 2023
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OBSERVATIONS
on the European racing scene

Jouncy | Goodwood Racecourse

GODOLPHIN INTRODUCE 650K GOFFS ORBY

HALF TO SKITTER SCATTER 

6.55 Sandown, Novice, ,10,000, 2yo, 7fT

KING=S CHARTER (IRE) (Kingman {GB}) is a significant newcomer

for Godolphin, being their i650,000 Goffs Orby Book 1

purchase who is a half-brother to the G1 Moyglare Stud Stakes

winner Skitter Scatter (Scat Daddy). Also a half to the former

Charlie Appleby runner Victory Dance (Ire) (Dubawi {Ire}), who

was second in the G2 Superlative Stakes, and full-brother to the

dual group-placed TDN Rising Star Skellet (Ire), he will have to

be smart to deal with Marc Chan=s Starzintheireyes (GB)

(Starspangledbanner {Aus}), a Ralph Beckett-trained relative of

Crystal Ocean (GB) (Sea The Stars {Ire}) and Hillstar (GB)

(Danehill Dancer {Ire}) who was second in the hot Newmarket

July Festival maiden won by TDN Rising Star Field Of Gold (Ire)

(Kingman {GB}).

14.05 Redcar, Novice, ,8,000, 2yo, 5f 217yT

ARABIAN ANGEL (IRE) (Dark Angel {Ire}) is a half-brother to the

G3 Palace House Stakes-winning first-season sire Far Above (Ire)

(Farhh {GB}) and a full-brother to the TDN Rising Star Night

Raider (Ire) who debuts for Linden Bloodstock and the Karl

Burke Stable. Among his peers is Amo Racing=s similarly-unraced

Diablo Rojo (Ire) (Pinatubo {Ire}), a Raphael Freire-trained half-

brother to the dual Group 1-placed San Donato (Ire) (Lope De

Vega {Ire) who cost 325,000gns at Tattersalls October Book 2.

HOW THEY FARED
14.23 Deauville, Mdn, i30,000, 2yo, c/g, 6fT

Fabrice Chappet trainee Ironico (Gift Box), the first European

runner for his Lane=s End Farm-based freshman (by Twirling

Candy), was the last of six into stride and made promising late

headway to finish a close-up debut third.

Tuesday=s Results:

3rd-Great Yarmouth, ,30,000, Nov, 7-30, 2yo, 7f 3yT, 1:23.85,

g/f.

SNOW MASTER (GB) (c, 2, Ardad {Ire}--Snowtime {Ire}, by

Galileo {Ire}) dwelt at the break and raced in rear through

halfway in this debut. Making smooth headway into contention

passing the quarter-mile marker, the 25-1 outsider was shaken

up to seize control approaching the final furlong and powered

clear in the closing stages to easily outpoint Queen Of Good

News (GB) (Advertise {GB}) by an impressive 3 1/4 lengths.

Snow Master is the latest of 10 foals and eighth scorer produced

by an unraced daughter of Listed Oak Tree Stakes-winning

matriarch Alidiva (Ire) (Chief Singer {Ire}), herself a half-sister to

dual Group 1-winning sire Croco Rouge (Ire) (Rainbow Quest).

Alidiva=s quintet of black-type performers is headed by G1 1000

Guineas heroine Sleepytime (Ire) (Royal Academy) and Group 1-

winning sires Taipan (Ire) (Last Tycoon {Ire}) and Ali-Royal (Ire)

(Royal Academy). The February-foaled bay is a half-sister to the

dam of G3 Superior Mile victor and G2 German 2000 Guineas

third Great Scot (GB) (Requinto {Ire}). Sales history: 40,000gns

RNA Wlg >22 TADEWE. Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0, $20,747.

O-Empire State Racing No.2; B-Cover & Carry Ltd (GB); T-Tom

Dascombe.

6th-Goodwood, ,60,000, Mdn, 7-30, 2yo, c/g, 6fT, 1:09.97, 

g/f.

JOUNCY (GB) (c, 2, Wootton Bassett {GB}--Joyeuse {GB} {MSW

& MGSP-Eng, GSP-Ire, $146,691}, by Oasis Dream {GB}), a son

of Frankel=s smart half-sister, was runner-up over this trip at

Kempton last month and raced up with the pace from the

outset. Edging ahead inside the last half a furlong, the 7-4

favourite asserted to score by 3/4 of a length from Carrados

(Ire) (Mehmas {Ire}). AHe looks like a horse who is crying out for

another furlong,@ trainer Andrew Balding said. AHe=s a classy

horse with a bright future. To me, he looked like a horse that

was always in top gear and his class got him through.@ Cont. p18

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/godolphin-introduce-650k-goffs-orby-half-to-skitter-scatter/
https://coolmore.com/farms/ireland/stallions/starspangledbanner
https://coolmore.com/farms/ireland/stallions/wootton-bassett
https://www.agakhanstuds.com/seathestars
https://bit.ly/2Yiu7qQ
https://lanesend.com/twirlingcandy
https://lanesend.com/twirlingcandy
https://bit.ly/36fNhlT
https://bit.ly/36fNhlT
https://lanesend.com/giftbox
https://bit.ly/2KNga16
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6th-Goodwood Cont.

   The winner is the seventh foal out of the dual listed-winning

and multiple group-placed dam, a half-sister to Galileo=s

peerless Frankel (GB) and G1 Champion Stakes hero Noble

Mission (GB). Her previous four black-type performers include

this stable=s G2 Mill Reef Stakes winner Array (Ire) (No Nay

Never), the G1 Turnbull Stakes and G1 Doomben Cup runner-up

Maximal (GB) also by Galileo, the G1 Coronation Stakes third

Jubiloso (GB) (Shamardal) who was also placed in this meeting=s

G3 Oak Tree Stakes, and the dual listed-placed Jovial (GB)

(Dubawi {Ire}). Her 2024 foal is a full-sister to Array. Lifetime

Record: 3-1-1-0, $42,787.

O-Juddmonte; B-Juddmonte Farms Ltd (GB); T-Andrew Balding.

HANDICAP RESULTS:

1st-Goodwood, ,100,000, Hcp, 7-30, 4yo/up, 9f 197yT, 2:06.23,

gd.

TAKE HEART (IRE) (g, 4, Dark Angel {Ire}--Three Hearts

{GSW-US, $282,173}, by Hat Trick {Jpn}) Lifetime Record:

10-3-2-1, $102,565. O-Team Valor International & Steven Rocco;

B-Ridgemont Stud (Ltd) (IRE); T-Johnny Murtagh.

5th-Goodwood, ,60,000, 7-30, 4yo/up, 5fT, :55.64, gd.

TATTERSTALL (IRE) (g, 4, Bungle Inthejungle {GB}--Nafa {Ire}, by

Shamardal) Lifetime Record: 16-4-2-2, $100,554. O-Mr D Stone

& Mrs C Dods; B-Maurice Burns (IRE); T-Michael Dods.

*70,000gns Ylg >21 TATOCT.

CONDITIONS RESULTS:

4th-Lingfield, ,7,300, Novice, 7-30, 3yo/up, 7fT, 1:23.94, g/f.

HARVARD SOUND (IRE) (g, 3, Ten Sovereigns {Ire}--Music And

Dance {GB}, by Galileo {Ire}) Lifetime Record: 3-2-1-0, $12,318.

O-Moulton Racing and O Humphrey; B-Norelands Bloodstock &

M Gilsenan (IRE); T-Tom Clover. *65,000gns Wlg >21 TADEWE;

62,000gns Ylg >22 TATOCT; 50,000gns HRA >24 TATJUL.

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:

Lazy Griff (Ger), c, 2, Protectionist (Ger)--Linarda (Den), by Rock

   Of Gibraltar (Ire). Beverley, 7-30, 7f 96yT, 1:32.74. Lifetime

   Record: 3-1-1-0, $7,374. B-Gestut Westerberg (GER).

   *i75,000 Ylg >23 BBAGS. **Full to Lambo (Ger), GSW-Ger &

   GSP-Fr.

Forager (GB), f, 2, Showcasing (GB)--Angel Of The South (Ire), by

   Dark Angel (Ire). Beverley, 7-30, 5fT, 1:02.02. Lifetime Record:

   3-1-1-0, $7,395. B-Childwickbury Stud Partnership (GB).

   *15,000gns Ylg >23 TATOCT.

Surrey Fire (GB), c, 3, Masar (Ire)--Sweet Selection (GB)

   (GSW-Eng, $303,377), by Stimulation (Ire). Lingfield, 7-30, 10f

   (AWT), 2:06.43. Lifetime Record: 3-1-1-0, $15,442. B-Paul &

   Catriona Brocklehurst Bloodstock (GB). *60,000gns Ylg >22

   TATOCT.

Kate The Cook (GB), f, 3, Time Test (GB)--Oydis (GB), by

   Nathaniel (Ire). Ffos Las, 7-30, 11f 209yT, 2:33.11. Lifetime

   Record: 3-1-0-2, $9,990. B-Littleton Stud (GB).

Time Tested (GB), c, 3, Time Test (GB)--Luzia (GB), by Cape

   Cross (Ire). Great Yarmouth, 7-30, 7f 3yT, 1:23.46. Lifetime

   Record: 4-1-0-0, $4,290. B-The Raceology Partnership (GB).

   *1/2 to Fonteyn (GB) (Farhh {GB}), G1SW-Eng, $265,113.

HANDICAP RESULTS:

5th-Galway, i120,000, 7-30, 3yo/up, 8f 123yT, 1:51.13, yl.

MEXICALI ROSE (GB) (f, 4, Zoffany {Ire}--Apache Storm {GB}, by

Pivotal {GB}) Lifetime Record: 12-2-3-4, $101,111. O-Kevin

Blake; B-Moyns Park Estate and Stud Ltd (GB); T-Joseph O=Brien.

*50,000gns Ylg >21 TATOCT; 42,000gns HRA >23 TATMA.

5th-Galway, i110,000, Hcp, 7-29, 4yo/up, 16f 179yT, 3:50.06,

yl.

SIRIUS (FR) (m, 5, Ectot {GB}--Across The Sky {Ire}, by Cape

Cross {Ire}) Lifetime Record: 12-3-1-1, $110,339. O-Coldunell

Ltd; B-Sylvain Vidal (FR); T-Willie Mullins. *i25,000 Ylg >20

ARQDOY; i95,000 3yo >22 ARARC.

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:

Lucky Out (Ire), f, 3, Unfortunately (Ire)--Galmalea (Ire), by

   Galileo (Ire). Galway, 7-30, 7fT, 1:31.43. Lifetime Record:

   5-1-0-2, $16,594. B-Mr & Mrs Reddy Coffey (IRE). *i16,000

   Ylg >22 TATIRY. **1/2 to Havana Love (Ire) (Kodiac {GB}), SW &

   MGSP-Ity, $199,974.

Tuesday=s Results:

1st-Deauville, i30,000, Mdn, 7-30, 2yo, c/g, 6fT, 1:11.33, g/s.

WOODY (FR) (c, 2, Wooded {Ire}--Elabela {Ire} {SP-Fr,

$146,485}, by Tamayuz {GB}), a July 11 debut second tackling

seven furlongs at Le Lion d=Angers in his only prior start, was

steadied to track the leaders in fourth after a sharp break in this

return. Shaken up to close with 350 metres remaining, the 38-5

chance was ridden to challenge entering the final furlong and

kept on strongly to prevail by a short-neck from Hemevez (Fr)

(Threat {Ire}), becoming the fourth winner for his freshman sire

(by Wootton Bassett {GB}). Cont. p19

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://coolmore.com/farms/ireland/stallions/starspangledbanner
https://coolmore.com/farms/ireland/stallions/wootton-bassett
https://bit.ly/2KNga16
https://coolmore.com/farms/ireland/stallions/no-nay-never
https://coolmore.com/farms/ireland/stallions/no-nay-never
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Woody is the fifth winner for his first-season sire (by Wootton Bassett {GB}) | Scoop Dyga

1st-Deauville Cont.

   Woody is the third of four foals and second scorer produced

by Listed Prix de Bonneval third Elabela (Ire) (Tamayuz {GB}),

herself a half-sister to G3 Premio Verziere victrix Cartaya (GB)

(Singspiel {Ire}). The April-foaled bay is kin to a yearling filly by

Persian King (Ire). Lifetime Record: 2-1-1-0, i19,600. Video,

sponsored by FanDuel TV.

O/B-Xavier Malaviolle & Eric Chevrier (FR); T-Ludovic Gadbin.

2nd-Deauville, i30,000, Mdn, 7-30, 2yo, f, 6fT, 1:11.56, g/s.

COREY BEACH (IRE) (f, 2, Blue Point {Ire}--Front Contender

{Ire}, by Teofilo {Ire}), a July 7 first-up fourth over course and

distance last time, bowled along in sixth through the initial

stages of this return. Making smooth headway into contention

once past halfway, the 51-10 chance was shaken up to gain

control with 350 metres remaining and pushed clear inside the

final furlong to easily outpoint Better Together (GB) (Oasis

Dream {GB}) by 3 1/2 lengths. Corey Beach, half to a yearling

filly by Mehmas (Ire), is the second of three foals and first scorer

produced by a winning daughter of the multiple stakes-winning

Zeiting (Ire) (Zieten), herself a half-sister to G3 Prix du Bois

victrix Dolled Up (Ire) (Whipper) and to the dam of sires Massaat

(Ire) (Teofilo {Ire}) and Eqtidaar (Ire) (Invincible Spirit {Ire}).

Zeiting is the dam of six black-type preformers, including G3

Strensall Stakes-winning G1 Caulfield Cup runner-up Scottish

(Ire) (Teofilo {Ire}), and her descendants include G1 Poule d=Essai

des Pouliches heroine Precieuse (Ire) (Tamayuz {GB}) and G1 Al

Maktoum Challenge Round 3 hero Hypothetical (Ire) (Lope De

Vega {Ire}). Sales history: i320,000 Ylg >23 ARQAUG. Lifetime

Record: 2-1-0-0, i19,000. Video, sponsored by FanDuel TV.

O-Al Shaqab Racing & Solomon Kumin; B-Haras du Mont Dit

Mont (IRE); T-Yann Barberot.

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.ttrausnz.com.au/
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/race-replays/2/6955/
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/race-replays/2/6955/
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/race-replays/2/6956/
https://coolmore.com/farms/ireland/stallions/wootton-bassett
https://bit.ly/2Yiu7qQ
https://bit.ly/2Yiu7qQ


GROUP ENTRIES

Wednesday, Goodwood, Britain, post time: 15:35

QATAR SUSSEX S.-G1, £1,000,000, 3yo/up, 8f 0y

SC HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY WT

1 Facteur Cheval (Ire) Ribchester (Ire) Team Valor International LLC & Gary Barber Jerome Reynier Maxime Guyon 136

2 Maljoom (Ire) Caravaggio Sheikh Ahmed Al Maktoum William Haggas Tom Marquand 136

3 Sonny Liston (Ire) Lawman (Fr) Chelsea Thoroughbred - The Big Bear Ralph Beckett Rossa Ryan 136

4 Henry Longfellow (Ire) Dubawi (Ire) M Tabor, D Smith & Mrs J Magnier Aidan O'Brien Ryan Moore 128

5 Notable Speech (GB) Dubawi (Ire) Godolphin Charlie Appleby William Buick 128

6 Rosallion (Ire) Blue Point (Ire) Sheikh Mohammed Obaid Al Maktoum Richard Hannon SCR SCR

Breeders: 1-McCracken Farms, 2-GCE Farm Ltd, 3-Tally-Ho Stud, 4-Coolmore, 5-Godolphin, 6-Sheikh Mohammed Obaid Al Maktoum

Wednesday, Goodwood, Britain, post time: 14:25

VISIT QATAR OAK TREE S.-G3, £100,000, 3yo/up, 7f 0y

SC HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY WT

1 Breege (GB) Starspangledbanner (Aus) Chasemore Farm J&S Quinn Jason Hart 135

2 Armira (Ger) Muhaarar (GB) Gestut Brummerhof Peter Schiergen SCR SCR

3 Sea Of Thieves (GB) Cracksman (GB) Brightwalton Bloodstock Ltd Mario Baratti Cristian Demuro 132

4 Vetiver (GB) Twilight Son (GB) Cheveley Park Stud Andrew Balding Oisin Murphy 132

5 Pretty Crystal (Ire) Dubawi (Ire) Sheikh Rashid Dalmook Al Maktoum Richard Fahey Oisin Orr 128

6 Fair Angellica (GB) Harry Angel (Ire) Mrs W Miller Richard Hughes Ryan Moore 125

7 Jabaara (Ire) Exceed And Excel (Aus) Sheikh Ahmed Al Maktoum Roger Varian James Doyle 125

8 Kathmandu (Ire) Showcasing (GB) Sangster & Babington Brian Meehan Sean Levey 125

9 Raqiya (Ire) Blue Point (Ire) Shadwell Estate Company Ltd Owen Burrows Jim Crowley 125

10 Stop The Cavalry (GB) Lope De Vega (Ire) Valmont Ralph Beckett Hector Crouch 125

11 Ziggy's Dream (Ire) Inns Of Court (Ire) Middleham Park Racing LIX & Mizon/HDR Alice Haynes Kieran O'Neill 125

Breeders: 1-Chasemore Farm, 2-Gestut Brummerhof, 3-Brightwalton Bloodstock Ltd, 4-Cheveley Park Stud Ltd, 5-Rabbah Bloodstock Ltd, 6-Jarosa Stud,

7-Godolphin, 8-Sir Robert Ogden, 9-Shadwell Estate Company Ltd, 10-Woodnook Farm Pty Ltd, 11-Tally-Ho Stud

Wednesday, Goodwood, Britain, post time: 15:00

JAEGER-LECOULTRE MOLECOMB S.-G3, £100,000, 2yo, 5f 0y

SC HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY WT

1 Aesterius (Ire) Mehmas (Ire) Wathnan Racing Archie Watson James Doyle 129

2 Arran (Ire) Havana Grey (GB) Mrs Fitri Hay P&O Cole David Probert 129

3 Big Mojo (Ire) Mohaather (GB) RP Racing Ltd Michael Appleby Silvestre De Sousa 129

4 Binadham (Ire) Kodiac (GB) Salhia Stud Ltd Kevin Philippart de Foy Jim Crowley 129

5 Francisco's Piece (GB) Mayson (GB) Keatley Racing Owners Group & D Moore Adrian Keatley Oisin Murphy 129

6 Fuji Mountain (Ire) Invincible Spirit (Ire) Steve & Bea Ryan Ltd Declan Carroll Jason Hart 129

7 King's Call (Ire) Dandy Man (Ire) Bronte Collection 1 Kevin Ryan Daniel Tudhope 129

8 Mr Lightside (Ire) Earthlight (Ire) Fosnic Racing Michael Appleby Rossa Ryan 129

9 Rock N Roll Rocket (Ire) Far Above (Ire) Bronsan/SyndicatesRacing/A Marnane/O Marnane David Loughnane Richard Kingscote 129

10 Sands Of Marra (Ire) Sands Of Mali (Fr) Pompey Ventures 8 Ollie Sangster John Egan 129

11 Soldier's Heart (GB) Havana Grey (GB) Victorious Racing S&E Crisford Harry Davies 129

12 The Man (Ire) Mehmas (Ire) Phil Cunningham Richard Spencer Jamie Spencer 129

13 Vingegaard (Ire) Mehmas (Ire) Jinky Farms & Partner Archie Watson Hollie Doyle 129

14 Amestris (GB) Mehmas (Ire) Mrs B Green & Mrs Michael Bell Michael Bell Hector Crouch 126

15 Celandine (GB) Kingman (GB) Rockcliffe Stud Ed Walker Tom Marquand 126

https://www.breederscup.com/challenge
https://coolmore.com/farms/ireland/stallions/starspangledbanner
https://bit.ly/36fNhlT


16 Usdi Atohi (Ire) Ten Sovereigns (Ire) Barry Fowler/Steven Weston Donnacha O'Brien Ryan Moore 126

Breeders: 1-Sean Maguire, 2-M Phelan, 3-Ringfort Stud Ltd & The Ladies, 4-Tally-Ho Stud, 5-Lord Margadale, 6-Yeomanstown Stud, 7-Ballyhane,

8-Yeomanstown Stud, 9-Con Marnane, 10-Ballyhane, 11-Whitsbury Manor Stud, 12-Tally-Ho Stud, 13-Highfort Stud & D Mcabhaird, 14-Bickmarsh Stud,

15-Rockcliffe Stud, 16-Whisperview Trading Ltd

Thursday, Goodwood, Britain, post time: 15:35

QATAR NASSAU S.-G1, £665,000, 3yo/up, f/m, 9f 197y

SC HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY WT

1 Doha (GB) Sea The Stars (Ire) Al Shaqab Racing Ralph Beckett Hector Crouch 135

2 Emily Upjohn (GB) Sea The Stars (Ire) Lloyd Webber, Tactful Finance, S Roden John & Thady Gosden Kieran Shoemark 135

3 Lady Boba (GB) Lope De Vega (Ire) Andrew Rosen & Barry K Schwartz Ralph Beckett Rossa Ryan 135

4 Lumiere Rock (Ire) Saxon Warrior (Jpn) M O'Flynn Joseph O'Brien Dylan Browne McMonagle 135

5 Novus (Ire) Dandy Man (Ire) Omar Jackson Gary & Josh Moore Tom Queally 135

6 Stay Alert (GB) Fastnet Rock (Aus) Ben & Sir Martyn Arbib Hughie Morrison David Egan 135

7 Elmalka (GB) Kingman (GB) Sheikh Ahmed Al Maktoum Roger Varian James Doyle 127

8 Opera Singer Justify M Tabor/D Smith/Mrs J Magnier/Westerberg Aidan O'Brien Ryan Moore 127

9 See The Fire (GB) Sea The Stars (Ire) J C Smith Andrew Balding Oisin Murphy 127

10 Sparkling Plenty (Fr) Kingman (GB) Al Shaqab Racing & Jean Pierre Dubois Patrice Cottier Cristian Demuro 127

Breeders: 1-Al Shaqab Racing, 2-Lordship Stud & Sunderland Holding Inc, 3-Fortescue Bloodstock, 4-The Last Partnership, 5-Fleur Partnership, 6-Arbib

Bloodstock Partnership, 7-Godolphin, 8-Mrs E Stockwell, 9-Littleton Stud, 10-Jean-Pierre-Joseph Dubois

Thursday, Goodwood, Britain, post time: 14:25

MARKEL RICHMOND S.-G2, £175,000, 2yo, c/g, 6f 0y

SC HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY WT

1 Aparajeo (Ire) Invincible Army (Ire) AlMohamediya Racing Clive Cox Rossa Ryan 128

2 Big Cyril (Ire) No Nay Never Allsopp & Co Alice Haynes Kieran O'Neill 128

3 Billboard Star (GB) Advertise (GB) The Woodway 20 Eve Johnson Houghton Charles Bishop 128

4 Black Forza Complexity Ms Eleanora Kennedy Michael O'Callaghan Dylan Browne McMonagle 128

5 Intrusively (GB) Territories (Ire) Bearstone Stud Ltd Edward Bethell Hollie Doyle 128

6 King Of Bears (Ire) Kodi Bear (Ire) Valmont P&O Cole Hector Crouch 128

7 The Strikin Viking (Ire) Inns Of Court (Ire) Wathnan Racing Hamad Al Jehani James Doyle 128

8 The Waco Kid (Ire) Mehmas (Ire) The Gene Genies II Hugo Palmer Ryan Moore 128

9 Tropical Storm (GB) Eqtidaar (Ire) Teme Valley Andrew Balding Oisin Murphy 128

Breeders: 1-EGK Partnership, 2-Lynch Bages Ltd & Lindy Farms, 3-Theakston Stud, 4-Dash Goff, 5-Bearstone Stud, 6-Ms Agathe Lebailly, 7-Tally-Ho Stud,

8-Tally-Ho Stud, 9-Hellwood Stud Farm & R C Dollar

Thursday, Goodwood, Britain, post time: 15:00

JOHN PEARCE RACING GORDON S.-G3, £200,000, 3yo, 11f 218y

SC HORSE SIRE OWNER TRAINER JOCKEY WT

1 Jan Brueghel (Ire) Galileo (Ire) Westerberg/Mrs J Magnier/M Tabor/D Smith Aidan O'Brien Ryan Moore 132

2 Align The Stars (Ire) Sea The Stars (Ire) Tony Farmer Charlie Johnston Joe Fanning 129

3 Bellum Justum (Ire) Sea The Stars (Ire) King Power Racing Co Ltd Andrew Balding Oisin Murphy 129

4 Meydaan (Ire) Frankel (GB) Sheikh Ahmed Al Maktoum S&E Crisford Tom Marquand 129

5 Sayedaty Sadaty (Ire) Anodin (Ire) Australian Bloodstock David Simcock Jamie Spencer 129

Breeders: 1-Barronstown Stud, 2-Sunderland Holding Inc, 3-Rabbah Bloodstock Ltd, 4-Godolphin, 5-Thomas Lines

*All posts displayed in local time.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCW9Pkkcii-bmKOhlobqJlug
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